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SAFETY NOTICE 

While the voltages used in teletype equipment are not in excess of 
25() volts, they may be dangerous if contacted unc:ter certain conditions. 
For this reason, all safety precautions shall be observed-particularly 
when making line connections and tests inside the equipment. 
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BuREAU OF SHIPs, 

NAVY DEPARTMENT, 

W asMngton 25, D. 0., 15 July 19J,J,.. 
1. Advance Base Teletypewriter I n8tallation and M aintenarnce Practices 

(Navships 900,031) has been prepared for use by Naval personnel engaged in 
;installation and maintenance of teletypewriter equipp:1ent. Although par
ticularly applicable to advance base installations this publication should prove 
useful to all interested personnel. 

2. Much of the information contained in this publication has been obtained 
from material issued by American Telephone and Telegraph Co., the Teletype 
Corporation, North Electric Manufacturing Co., the Automatic Signal Corp., 
the Power Equipment Cotnpany, and the U. S. Army Signal Corps. The 
material has been rearranged 'in order to be specifically applicable to the Naval 
usage of the equipment. 

3. It is hoped that field forces will submit corrections and additions or 
any information which will be helpful in improving subsequent editions. 

4. Additional copies of this publication may be obtained from the Chief 
of the Bureau of Ships, (Code 993). 

J. B. Dow, 
Captain, U.S.N. 
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IV 

DESTRUCTION NOTICE 
WHY To prevent the enemy irom using or salvaging this equipment ior his 

benefit. 
WHEN When ordered by your commander, or when you are in immediate 

danger oi capture. 
HOW 1. Smash or cut-Use sledges, axes, handaxes, pickaxes, hammers, 

crowbars, heavy tools, large rocks, track-laying vehicles, or explo
sives such• at TNT, grenades, firearms, etc. 

2. Burn-Use .gasoline, kerosene, oil, flame-throwers, incendiary gre-
nades, etc. · 

3. Disposal-Bury in slit trenches, iox-holes, other holes. Throw in 
streams. Scatter. 

4. Use Anything Immediately Available for I)estnwtion of This 
Equipment. 

WHAT 1. Smash-Switchboards, iront panels, relays, and all other parts. 
Rectifiers, vacuum tubes, meters, coils, and all other parts. 
Teletypewriter, irame, base, keyboard, typing unit, motor, and all 
oth~r parts. 
Power units, engine, crankcase, carburetor, magneto windings, 
pulleys, shafts, and all other. parts. 
Line control unit meter, relay and all parts. 
All chests, cords, and spare parts. 

2. Burn-All remains. Use broken chests, manuals, oil and gasoline 
as iuel. 

DESTROY EVERYTHING 
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I. TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

1. General. Telegraph systems can be divided 
into manual and te1etypewriter systems and can 
be subdivided further into radio and wire cir
cuits. This instruction book will be confined to 
wire circuit applications. 

Since the only major difference between man
ual and teletypewriter systems is ih the method 
of producing and receiving signals, an explana
tion of manual telegraph system fundamentals 
will apply to teletypewriter systems. 

2. Manual Telegraph Systems. The simplest 
system for electrical communication between 
two points would be a series circuit from ground 
through 11. key at one station~ to a single con
ductor line, then to a sounder, battery and 
ground at the other station. Opening and clos
ing the key at one station would cause the 
sounder to operate and release at the other 
station thus providing, by .the use of a pre
determined code, comm~nication in one direc
tion. 

Two sounders and two keys connected as 
shown in figure 1, with the normal condition 
of the circuit closed, will permit communi
cation in either direction when either key is 
opened and closed. With both keys closed 
there is current flowing and the circuit is said 
to be in a marking condition. With either key 
open there is no current flowing and the cir
cuit is said to be in a spacing condition. 

Although many types of telegraph circuits 
have been designed they may all be grouped 
into three general classifications. 

A. One way circuits which are capable 
of transmission in one direction only. 

B. Duple.c circuits which are capable of 
transmission in both directions simultane
ously. 

C. Half-duple.JJ circuits which are ca
pable of transmission in both directions but 
not simultaneously. 

Telegraph circuits may be further subdivided 
by electrical characteristics into : 

A. N eutrol circuits in which there is a 
current flow in the line during the mark
ing condition anQ_ no current flow in the 
line during the spacing condition. 

B. Polar circuits in which there is a 
current flow in one direction through the 
line during the marking condition and 
current flow in the opposite direction 
through the line during the spacing 
condition. 

STATION A STATION B 
K£Y KEY 

UIIE 

-~ 
SOUNDER "'t 

-=-BATTERY 

I. GROUND V 
V GROUND 

FIGUB.E 1.-Simple manual telegraph circuit. 

The circuit illustrated in figrire 1 can now 
be designated as a neutralluilf-duple.c circuit. 
The number of stations connected to this sys
tem could be increased by inserting additional 
sounders and keys in series with the line. Un
der this condition a message sent by any station 
on the line would_be received at all the stations. 

3. Telegraph Signal Distortion. When a mark-
, ing pulse is sent by a telegraph key the circuit 
changes instantaneously from an open to a 
closed condition at the beginning of the pulse 
and instantaneously from a closed to an open 
condition at the end of the pulSe. This, in a 
non-reactive circuit, would produce instanta
neous operation and release of the receiving 
sounder armature and perfect reproduction of 
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the transmitted signal. The actual telegraph 
circuit, however, cannot meet these conditi,ans. 
The sounder winding introduces a certain 

FIGBUE 2.-Schematic representati<m of capa~tance, 
inductance, and resistance ·in a simple telegraph 
~rcuit. 

amount of inductance and the line introduces 
a capacity to ground in the circuit. A sche
matic diagram representing this circuit is il
lustrated in figure 2. 

Although closure of the telegraph key con
tact in a circuit is instantaneous (fig. 3A) , a cer
tain finite time interval is required for the cur
rent in the circuit to change from the steady 
state "spacing" (no current flow) to the steady 

MARKING 

(A) 
TRANSMITTED POSITION OF 

SIGNAL KEY CONTACTS 

(B) 
CURRENT 

WAVE SHAPE 

SPACING 

MAXIMUM 
60 MILS 

"' .. !::: 
z=> 
~~ a:,u 
u 

0 

state 'lmarking" (maximum current flow) value. 
The interval TO on figure 3B (wave form exag
gerated) may be called the time constwnt of this 
circuit. The value of the time constant for any 
particular circuit is mathematically related to 
the particular a.rrangement and amounts of 
capacitance, inductance and resistance contained 
in the circuit and will remain constant until any 
portion of the circuit make-up is changed. 
When the telegraph key is opened a similar time 
constant TOJ (fig. 3B) will be required for the 
current in the circuit to change from the steady · 
state marking to the steady state spacing con
dition. 

By adjustment of the sounder armature spring 
tension the sounder can be made to operate at 
point a on current buildup and release at point 
b on current decay of figure 3B. Figure 30 
represents the signal as received by the sounder 
armature. It is evident, by comparing figure 
30 with figure 3A, that the signal has been 

MARKING ; I I ~ I P~1:8:D~~ Tl---1 : ~ I 
ARMATURE Tl I ·-· II 

S~ j M-STD 
SPACING I I 

l I I 1 I 

(C) 
SIGNALS CONTAINING 

MARKING BIAS 

I I I' I I 
I I 1 I I I 

POS~T:::1:: i ~LT2~: I II II 
SOUNDER I • :-- T ----! 

ARMATURE 
1 

• T 
1 

S-MTD-, ...J M-STD 
SPACING · I '-------.-.J 

(0) 
SIGNALS CONTAINING 

SPACING BIAS 

TIME IN MILLISECONDS ---

FIGUBE a.-Diagram showing time relations of transmitted and received signals. 
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Telegraph Communication Systems 

distorted by having its marking period in
creased. This type of distortion is called 
'TTUJ,rkimg bias and is measured in percent in
crease in length of the marking signal or milli
seconds bias. 

It is customary in general communication 
practice to refer to the length of a signal pulse, 
either marking or spacing, in milliseconds 
(thouslmd$hs of a second) and to any difference 
in length between the original and the received 
signal pulse as milliseconds bias. 

The interval-between closure of the key con
tact and operation of the sounder armature to 
the marking position is called a space to mark 
transition and is abbreviated S-MTD. The in
terval between opening of the key contact and 
release of the sounder armature to the spacing 
position is called a 'TTUJ,rk to space transition and 
is abbreviated M-STD. These time intervals 
are illustrated in figure 3B. 

Further adjustment of the sounder armature 
spring tension can be made to cause the sounder 
armature to operate to a marking position at 
point c and release to a spacing position at point 
d (fi~. 3B). Under these conditions the signal 
received will be as represented in figure 3D. 
This distortion is called spacing bias because the 
length of the spacing signal has been increased. 

Any change in the magnitude of the time con
stants, TO and T01 in figure 3B, would immedi
ately be reflected in a .change of the bias of the 
received signal. Changes in magnitude of time 
constants are common in practical operation and 
will be produced by changes in line resistance 
caused by normal daily temperature variations 
or changes in leakage and capacity to ground 
caused by wet or dry weather. · 
~nspection of figures 3B and 3C will show 

that the total time from the operation of the 
key at the beginning of the signal to the release 
of the sounder at the end of the signal T minus 
the S-MTD is equal to the length of the received 
signal T 2 and T1 minus the M-STD is equal to 
the length of the transmitted signal T. Writ
ing these statements in equal form 

T1-S-MTD=1'2 (1) 
T 1-M-STD=T (2) 

939347 Q-51--2 

Subtracting equation (2) from (1) we have 

M-STD-S-MTD=T2 -T (3) 

Since T 2 minus T is the difference in millisec
onds between the length of the original signal 
as keyed and the effective length of the signal 
received by the sounder, we may say 

Milliseconds Bias=M-STD-S-MTD (4) 

The same process of reasoning can be applied 
to figure 3B and 3D but in this case S-MTD will 
be larger than M-STD and the millisecond bias 
will be negative. A positive millisecond bias 
will always represent a 'TTUJ,rking bias and a 
negative millisecond bias will always represent 
a spacing bias. 

Proper adjustment of the sounder armature 
spring tension can be made so that M-ST D is 
equal to S-.VTD. Under these conditions bias 
will be equal to zero and the sounder armature 
will accurately reproduce the transmitted sig
nal. The received signal will be delayed several 
milliseconds by the S-MTD and M-STD, but 
since all successive signals are also delayed no 
signal distortion will result. 

HIGH 

NORMAL. 

L.OW 

... 
z ... 
I 
or i; i i I I i ~TTEDSIGNAL. 

I • I I I ~ UNBIASED SIGNAL WITH -MAL 
I I I CURRENT fL.DW 

f------1 _j__ 5""CE BIAS SIGNAL. PRODUCED 
I I BY LOW CURIIENT 

MARK BIAS SIGNAL PRODUCED 
BY HIGH CURRENT 

FIGURE 4.-The effect of changes in steady state current. 

Figure 4 illustrates the effect on bias of an 
increase or decrease in steady state current. 
With any one armature spring tension adjust
ment of the sounder an increase in current flow 
will introduce a marking bias and a decrease in 
current flow will introduce a spacing bias. 
4. Tel.etypewriter Circuits. Substitution of a 
teletypewriter unit for the sounder and key at 
each end of a telegraph circuit will produce a 
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simple teletypewriter circuit. This arrange
ment is illustrated in figure 5. 

STAT- A STATIOII I 

... 
FIGUIUC 5.-Simplifled teletypewriter circuit. 

The transmitter contacts are actually a set of 
mechanically controlled ke1s which can produce 
a different ~uential seven unit signal for any 
letter or fun~tion lever depressed. Each charac
ter consists of a 22 millisecond spacing signal 
functioning as a start pulse to release the receiv
ing mechanism, five 22 millisecond intelligence 
pulses either marking or spacing and a 31 milli
second marking pulse used to stop the receiving 
mechanism. Figure 6 illustrates the signal gen
erated by the transmitter contacts when theY 
key lever is depressed. 

The selector magnet of the receiving machine 
is arranged mechanically to release a trip latch 
when the start pulse is received thus allowing 
the selector cam sleeve to rotate through one 
revolution. During this revolution five swords 
are positioned by the operation or release of the 
selector magnet armature as determined by each 
intelligence pulse received. The time required 
to position each sword is approximately 20 per
cent of the time of one intelligence pulse or. 4.4: 
milliseconds. The cams on the selector cam 
sleeve are so located thu.t the time between each 
sword operation is fixed at 22 milliseconds. 
During !.4 ms. of the first pulse the first sword 
will be positioned, during 4.4 ms. of the second 
pulse the second sword will be positioned, etc., 
until all five swords have been positioned. 
These swords control vanes, bell cranks and code 
bars to select and at the proper time print the 
selected character. 

The receiving mechanism main shaft and its 
attached selector cam sleeve are geared to com
plete one revolution in one seventh leis time 
than the transmitter cam shaft. When these
lector magnet is released by the start pulse the 
selector cam sleeve starts to rotate and has com-

4 

pleted its revolution and stopped belore the 
transmitter cam shaft has completed its cycle. 
This self-synchronizing feature of the start
stop system confines the effect of any slight 
difference in motor speed adjustment of the 
sending and receiving machines to one char
acter. 

5. Orientation. The angular position of too 
first selector cam on the selector cam sleeve in 
its rest position, with respect to the first operat
ing lever is controlled by the range finder. 
This is accomplished by controlling the posi
tion of the stop lever in the arc of rotation of 
the main shaft. With this arrangement, it is 
possible by shifting the range finder index arm 
to control the time interval between the release 
of the selector magnet on the start pulse and the 
time when the first sword is positioned on the 
first intelligence pulse. The time relation of 
the total intelligence pulse to the sword position
ing periods is illustrated in figure 7. On a prop
erly adjusted machine sending signals to itself, 
it should be possible to vary the range finder 
setting from.!5.. ~()J!~ .. :without misprints. 

If the motor of a receiving machine operates 
at other than proper speed the time interval 
between sword positioning periods will be 
larger or smaller than 22 milliseconds. Under 
this condition, with the range finder properly 
set to locate the first sword positioning period 
in the center of the first intelligence pulse, it is 
evident that the fifth sword position may be con
trolled by the fourth intelligence or the stop 
pulse. By shifting the range finder index arm 
it is possible to adjust the machine to print 
properly, however the range will be seriously 
decreased. 

6. Distortion in Teletypewriter Systems. DistOr
tion in teletypewriter circuits may be divided 
into three classes; bias, characteristic distor
tion and fortuitous distortion. 

In a neutral telegraph circuit, bias as dis
cussed in paragraph 3 is dependent on the elec
trical characteristics of the circuit and the ad
justment of the receiving relay. The conditions 
required for a constant bias are that steady state 
currents both marking and spacing remain con
stant, relay adjustments do not change, and 
electrical constants such as capacity and leak-

' 
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age to ground and line resistance remain con
stant. If any of these items varies it will be 
necessary to compensate by readjustment to 
maintain the same bias. The assumption is 
made for this ty~ of bias that the length of 
the signal is sufficient for the line current to 
reach its steady state condition before the next 
transition takes· place. 

In an actutil teletypewriter circuit the fac
tors that produce bias are all present and a 
letter "Y" transmitted over the line might 
produce a signal as illustrated in figure 8., In 
this illustration the range finder setting is the 
same as in figure 7. Under these conditions a 
relatively small error in any one pulse might 
produce a misprint. When the machine is 
connected to a line a range should be taken by 
moving the range finder arm toward .the low 
(0) end of the scale until the machine just mis
prints then toward the high ( 120) end of the 
scale until the machine again misprints. The 
sum of the two index arm scale readings should 
then be divided by two and the index arm set 
at this value. With the range finder set in this 
position the sword positioning periods will fall 
approximately in the middle of the bias~d 
pulses and thus provide the best operating 
margin. On a signal with marking bias the 
reading obtained on the high .end of the scale 
with a properly adjusted machine will be less 
than 95 and on a signal wi~h spacing bias the 
reading on the low end of the. scale will be 
more than 15. 

Characteristic distortion cannot be briefly de
fined, however its effects vary with both elec
trical constants and length of the individual 
signal pulse. The condition necessary to pro
duce this distortion is that. the length of a 
signal pulse either marking or spacing must be 
shorter than the time . required for a complete 
transition from one steady state condition to 
the other with respect to current flow. This 
distortion will vary with the character being 
transmitted and the mechanical condition of 
the transmitting machine and is therefore not 
predictable. The 01;1ly precaution to be taken 
against this distortion is to position the index 
arm in the center of the range as described in 
the preceding paragraph. 
T~ form of distortion, caused by crossfire, 

. , 

power induction, momentary line wire troubles, 
BREAK key operation and the like, which in
terferes with received signals intermittently by 
various amounts, is known as fortuitous distor
tion. At times this effect may be large enough 
to produce complete failure of the circuit. 
Again the only precaution is to provide an 
optimum range adjustment. 

7. The Line Relay. The armature tension 
spring on the selector magnet of a teletype
writer is not designed for bias adjustments. 
To provide the flexible adjustments which are 
requisite to efficient operation under field con-. 
ditions of varying line electrical constants it 
is the general practice to use a line relay and 
operate the selectov magnet froJil its contacts. 
The· COQ-23403 Line Control Unit uses an 
adjustable armature retractile spring to pro
vide a mechanically biased relay. The West
ern Electric 255-A Line Relay used in the 
M-15 Teletypewriter is a polar relay provid
ing a fixed electrical bias. The operating 
winding of this relay is poled to operate the 
relay to the marking contact and the biasing 
winding is poled to operate the relay to the 
spacing contact. The addition of a variable 
resistor in the biasing winding circuit will 
permit adjustment of the bias of the relay. A 
simplified schematic of a teletypewriter net
work employing liiie relays is illustrated in 
figure 9. · 

8. Polar and Polarential Operation. Although 
these types of circuits are inherently more stable 
and capable of operation over longer distances 
and under more adverse conditions the equip
ment required is considerably larger and more 
difficult to maintain. For these reasons it is 
advantageous to use a neutral system at advance 
base installations where simplicity,. portability 
and ease of maintenance are important factors. 

Explanation of polar and polarential oper
ation are beyond the scope of this text but in
formation on these subjects is available in Prin
ciples of Electricity Applied to Telephone and 
Telegraph Work published by the American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company which is 
usually available in the reference libraries 
at Naval radio stations and teletype repair 
facilities . 
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FIGURE D.-Simplified schematic series teletypewriter circuit. 

9. Telegraph Transmission Measurement. It is 
generally practicable to measure the total dis
tortion of teletypewriter signals in the field. 
This information is valuable as a direct indi
cation of the grade of transmission. Determi
nation of the characteristic and iortuitous com
ponents of distortion separately is not generally 
possible, but during certain line-up procedures 
and in cases of transmission difficulty measure
ment of the bias provides a valuable tool. 

Bias is a variable factor and generally may 
be minim~zed by the proper adjustment of re
lays and operating currents. It may be checked 
by applying a series of equal marks and spaces, 
known as telegraph reversals, at one end of the 
circuit and observing with a milliammeter the 
signals received at the other end. With un
biased signals the pointer of the meter will 
vibrate about zero when observing polar signals, 
and at about one-half the reading obtained with 
a steady marking signal in the case of d-e neu
tral circuits. Bias may also be checked by ap-

plying repeated teletypewriter space signals 
and observing the meter in a bias measuring 
circuit. Repeated space signals are employed 
for lining up the COQ,-23403 Line Control Unit 
and BD-100 Switchboard. 

The orientation range finder provided on tele
typewriters may be used conveniently to give 
an indication of total distortion. For best re
sults machines should be in good adjustment 
and care should be taken in maki11g the obser
vations. The finder and its scale are shown in 
figure 10. The scale is graduated in percent of 
a unit dot leng,th (one intelligence pulse) and 
the range finder arm may be shifted over a 
range of 120 percent. Adjustment of this 
finder causes the selection points (fig. 7) to be 
shifted with respect to the beginning of the 
start pulse and when the shift is sufficiently 
great, errors will be made by the teletypewriter. 
The range over which the finder may be moved 
without errors in printing is reduced by any 
distortion of the incoming signals. 
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The determination of the limits of the orien
tation range involves adjusting the range finder 
to two extreme positions, one at the lower end 
of the scale and the other at the upper end. 
In each case observations are made of the typed. 
record and a reading taken when about one 
error is typed per line of copy (1 error in 72 
characters) . 

Representative orientation ranges on prop
erly adjusted teletypewriters for different de
grees of signal distort.ion are as follows: 

Poi11ts 
Very little distortion_________________ 80 
]doderate distortion ___________________ 60-70 
Average distortion____________________ 50.--
Large distortion ________________ Less than 40 

Representative orientation range limits with 
practically perfect signals and a teletypewriter 
in good condition are 15 and 95, as indicated 

FIGURE 10.--Teletypewriter orientation range finder. 

in figure 10. In this case, best operating re
sults will be obtained when the finder arm of 
the receiving teletypewriter is set at the mid
point (55) of this range. 

The orientation range may be obtained 
locally by using keyboard signals, and if the 
range is not less than about '70 percent (from 
about 20 to 90 on the scale) the machine may 
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be assumed satisfactory. Special machines for 
sending practically undistorted teletypewriter 
characters, such as the Teletype Corp. Test Set 
DXD-4--DTS, if available, are more satis
factory for use in measuring orientation range 
limits. The difference between the range de
termined by local test, and the corresponding 
range obtained when receiving signals over a 
line, gives directly the reduction in margin due 
to signal distortion. This reduction, as illus
tr·ated in figure 10, is a direct measure of the 
total signal distortion. Signal bias affects one 
range limit more than the other; marking bias 
reduces the upper limit, spacing bias reduces 
the lower limit. Characteristic and fortuitous 
distortions cause reductions at both limits with 
miscellaneous signals. 

Correct teletypewriter motor speed is im
portant in maintaining the operating margins, 
and a check of speed should always be made 
before measuring ranges. 

Tests may be made of the distortion toler
ance of teletypewriters (or teletypewriters in 
combination with line circuits) by applying 
predistorted signals. Test Set DXD-4--DTS is 
arranged to supply :rp.iscellaneous teletype
writer signals having either marking or spac
ing bias adjustable from zero to about 40 per
cent. Well adjusted teletypewriters should 
type correctly when the signals from a test set 
are biased by as much as ± 35 percent in a local 
test circuit. Line distortion in a teletypewriter 
circuit effectively reduces the tolerance of the 
receiving machine to predistorted signals. If 
this tolerance is reduced until maximum pre
distortion is ± 15 percent the circuit corre
sponds to a telegraph coefficient of 15 and is 
at the lower limit for high grade service. 



II. DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS AND WIRING METHODS 

10. Distribution. Teletypewriter networks 
may be arranged in many ways to provide for 

. the requirements of each particular system. At 
advance base installations the most frequently 
used systems will be the series circuit and the 
connection of individual stations to a teletype
writer switchboard. 

Teletypewriter machines may be connected in 
a series circuit as illustrated in figure 9. Al~ 
though this is th~ simplest installation from 
the standpoint of equipment and wire require
ments it has several disadvantages. Any one 
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FIGURE 11.-Test connecting block. 

NOTES 

1. CONNECT CIRCUIT 
GROUND-RETURN. SUPPLY 
BAnERY AT STATION A 
AND GROUND AT STATION 
E OR VICE VERSA. 

2. SHORT CIRCUIT AN 
OPEN LOOP BY PLACING 
A JUMPER BETWEEN AN 
ODD NUMBERED TERMINAL 
AND THE NEXT HIGHER 
EVEN NUMBERED TEIMI· 
HAL. 

3. TO CLEAR THE Cll· 
CUlT WHEN A LOOP IS 

GROUNDED, SHORT CIR· 
CUlT AS IN NOTE 2 AND 
ALSO REMOVE LOOP FROM 
TERMINALS. 

4. IF PART OF LOOP IS 
LEFT OUT OF SERVICE LINE 
CURRENT AND RELAY BIAS 
READJUSTMENT MUST BE 
MADE. 

5. IF TROUBLE LOCATES 
IN LOOP OR STATION SUP· 
PLYING BAtTERY ARRANGE 
FOR NEXT STATION ON 
LOOP TO SUPPLY BAnERY. 

machine on the circuit can transmit to all other 
machines connected in the circuit, but cannot 
send to an individual machine. No matter how 
many machines have messages to transmit at 
one time only one message can be handled. A 
break in the wire line will cause all machines 
to be inoperative until the break has been re-

paired or the defective section has been isolated 
from the circuit. 

Teletypewriter machines may be wired indi
vidually to a central location. At this loca
tion the circuit may be arranged for series oper
ation as illustrated in figure 11. Although this 
arrangement will normally require a greater 
amount of wire than an ordinary series loop it 
provides for efficient trouble testing and imme
diate isolation of any one machine the' circuit 
of which has trouble .. The terminal strip should 
be located at or near one of the stations on the 
circuit and this station should be connected 
to B, 0, or D (fig. 11) while stations A and I!.' 
should be those having the longest wire circuits. 

A more elaborate equipment arrangement us
ing a Western Electric Co. No. 63-C-1, or sim
il~r jack box (fig. 12) will provide for both short 
circuiting 1Jhe terminals of any one station loop 
and completely disconnecting it from the cir
cuit by inserting a No. 347 or similar dummy 
plug in the SET jack associated with the loop 
suspected of trouble. The LPG 1 and 2 jacks 
may be used to measure current flow or to patch 
in an additional station. The MISC. jacks are 
not used in this application of the equipment. 
Although these jack boxes are not generally 
available they may be obtained in limited quan
tities at some radio materiel pools.' When more 
than four circuits are to be connected, two or 
more jack boxes can be used by connecting ter
minal 17 of the first jack box to terminal 1 of 
th~ second jack box and using terminals 18 and 
19 of the first jack box and terminals 3 and 4 
of the second jack box for two wire metallic 
circuits. The T1 and S1 terminals of any un
used jack should be strapped together. 

On installations where traffic load is heavy 
and it is desirable for stations to communicate 
without printing every message at all stations 
a BD-100 or similar switchboard should be in
stalled. This system permits the connection 
of ten teletypewriter loops to each switchbollrd 
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unit and three such units can be connected in 
multiple and served by one operator and one 
operator's printer. Under normal conditions 
each loop will have one teletypewriter station 
connected to it but where wire saving considera-

LINE 6 SET JACK CKT. 
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FIG. B 
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NOTES 

1. CONNECT GROUND TO TERMINAL 1. 
2. STRAP TERMINAL 1 TO 17, 2 TO 6, 7 TO 11, AND 12 

TO 16. 
3. CONNECT SINGLE CONDUCTOR, GROUND RETURN CIR· 

CUlTS TO TERMINALS 4 AND 18. SUPPLY BATTERY AT ONE 
OF THESE STATIONS. 

4. CONNECT TWO WIRE CIRCUITS TO TERMINALS 8 AND 9 
AND TERMINALS 13 AND 14. 

5. IF PART OF CIRCUIT IS LEFT OUT OF SERVICE LINE 
CURRENT AND BIAS READJUSTMENTS MUST BE MADE. 

6. IF STATION SUPPLYING BATTERY IS OUT OF SERVICE 
ARRANGE FOR BATTERY SUPPLY BY NEXT STATION IN CIRCUIT 
LINE UP. 

FIGURE 12.-Wiring a series circuit through a Western 
Electric 63-0-1 Jack Bolll for test purposes. 

tions are important two or more stations on the 
same wire route could be connected in series on 
one loop terminal. The switchboard is ar
ranged to provide a visual signal to the operator 
when any station sends a break. The operator 
may connect his printer to any single loop, moni
tor on an established connection without inter
rupting it or connect three or more stations, 
including himself in a conference circuit. A 
conference circuit permits any station to type 
simultaneously to all other stations on the 
"hook-up." Any one conference circuit is 
limited to ten stations, but several smaller 
"hook-ups" may be established at the same time. 
Aside from the many traffic handling advantages 
tl!e board has the added feature of confining 
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station or loop trouble to the circuit on which 
the trouble is located without affecting opera
tion of the other stations in the system. 

11. Line Wire Installation. In general all tele
typewriter and telegraph lines will be installed 
in accordance with existing practices covering 
the installation of telephone lines. Fifteen 
miles of No. 17 Telex two conductor cable is 
supplied with the Type C-17 Teletypewriter 
unit. This cable may be strung aerially or 
buried in the ground without further protection. 
If the cable is strung aerially by attachment to 
trees, poles or structures care should be taken 
to make fastenings in a location and manner 
which will protect wire from abrasion against 
the surface to which it is attached or against 
trees along the wire route. It is desirable, 
where possible, to bury Telex cable, thus ef
fectively reaucing the hazards of physical dam
age and the service interruptions caused by 
electrical storms. Experience has indicated 
that on teletype installations Telex cable will 
perform satisfactorily under water, providing 
tidal action is not present to cause abrasion. 

FIGURE 13.-W. E. Go. 98A station protector. 

12-. Protection. Both commercial and Navy 
experience haYe indicMed that to minimize 
service interruptions teletypewriter lines must 
be adequately protected against current and 
voltage surges created by contact with power 
wires or lightning discharges. A Western 
Electric Co. No. 98-A (fig. 13) or similar sta
tion protector is satisfactory for this use. 



Distribution Systems and Wiring Methods 

Teletypewriter and telegraph circuits at ad
vanced naval bases shall be considered exposed 
to these hazards, whenever the conductors serv
ing the stations or equipment are subject to 
disturbances by lightning or to the possibility 
of direct or indirect contact with other circuits 
operating at more than 250 volts. All exposed 
lines shall be terminated in a station protector 
at each end of the line before connection to the 
station or equipment. 

'Vhen exposed lines are fastened to wood or 
frame buildings insulated attachments should 
be used and line wires passing through walls 
to protectors should be placed in porcelain 
tubes. 

13. Protector Installation. Station protectors 
should be mounted inside of buildings as close 

TEIIIIIHAL STATION 
GROUND RETURN CIRCUIT 

to the point of entry of the line wire as is con
sistent with the following requirements: 

' 
1. Readily accessible for the inspection 

and maintenance of the protector. 
2. Not near inflammable material nor 

in a room where dust or gas of an ex
plosive nature is 'pres~nt in the atmosphere. 

3. Not subject to hazards created by 
power wires, moving machinery, piled 
equipment, etc. 

4. Suitably protected from excessive 
moisture and the weather. 

If the foregoing requirements cannot be met 
the protector may be mounted on the outside 
of the building. Under this condition the pro
tector must be enclosed in a suitable weather-
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proof metal housing such as the "'\Yestern Elec
tric Co. V3A Protector .Mounting. 

The fuses should be tagged to indicate the 
station to which the line wire is connected. 

Protectors may be mounted on bulkheads or 
overhead with the fuses wrtical to the deck 
when on a bulkhead. "\\.,.hen a "'\Vestern Elec
tric Co. No. 58-AP Protector is used an as
bestos mat should be placed between the pro
tector and bulkhead. Fuses shall be positioned 
so that the slotted portion faces the porcelain 
mounting or asbestos mat. 

Figure 14 illustrates the method of connect
ing station protection in teletypewriter systems. 

14. Protector Ground. Each protector must 
have a connection to ground. When a water 
system in which at least part of the pipe is 
buried or a piped deep well is available it will 
be the best ground connection. Under the con
ditions to be met at many advance base in
stallations it is not expected that such facili
ties will be available and driven ground rods 
must be used. 

Ground rods should be driven deeply into the 
ground, preferably in a damp location. In or
.der to .obtain maximum protection for station 
equipment it is considered advisable to use one 
ground rod for each protector. No. 14 Telex 
ground wire or its equivalent should be used to 
connect each protector to its assQciated ground 
rod. At locations where there is a multiple in
stallation of teletypewriter station protectors 
the ground posts of all protectors shall be 
strapped together with No. 14 wire. 

When more than one ground rod is required 
all rods shall be separated by at least 1 foot. 
All ground rods shall be at least 6 feet from 
rods used for electric light, radio, lightning ar
restors, lightning rods, or other equipment. 

If the protector ground is to be used for sig
naling ground of the teletypewriter station or 
switchboard equipment, it should be installed in 
accordance with instructions covering the in
stallat,ion of that equipment in other sections of 
this manual. 

15. Utilization of Telephone Circuits. At loca
tions where telephone equipment employing me
tallic local battery talking circuits has been or 
will be installed, paralleling the route of pro
posed teletypewriter lines, it is possible to uti-
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lize the same wires for both means of communi
cation. A two-wire metallic circuit arranged 
for the simultaneous transmission of one tele
phone and one teletypewriter message is said 
to be simplexed. Two two-wire metallic cir
cuits arranged for the simultaneous transmis
sion of three telephone or two telephone and 
one teletypewriter messages are said to be 
phantomed. 

The Navy type CW-30122! (Army type C-
161) Repeating Coil (fig. 15) is commonly used 

0 swifet<SOAR!> 0 0 ° 0 LINE SWB 

'I 

I TELEG. 

SWB--' ....._.LINE 

FIGURE 15.-Type CW-301224 repeating coil. 

to construct simplex and phantom circuits. The 
coil is essentially a one-to-one ratio transformer 
with one of the windings center-tapped. 

A simplexed circuit (fig. 16) is constructed by 
cw 301224 cw 301224 

,_C_Q!!. COI~L 
LINE 

~ •I - ~~ I 
•I It I 

- -

STATION A STATION 8 

FIGURE 16.-Simp~e~» circuit. 

connecting the line terminals of two No. CW-
301224 repeating coils together with a two-wire 
metallic circuit. Then two telephone instru
ments can be connected to the switchboard ter
minals of the coils to provid,e a talking circuit 
and two teletypewriters, wired for ground re~ 
turn operation, can be connected to the TELEG 
terminals to provide the teletypewriter circuit. 
Voice current prodq_ced at the telephone at Sta
tion A will pass through the switchboard side of 
the Station A coil and will be induced in the line 
side of that coil. This current passing through 
the line side of the coil at Station B will be 
induced into the switchboard side of that coil 
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FIGURE 17.-Installation and connection tor simplcxed circuits. 

and will operate. the telephone receiver at 
Station B. The arrows represent the current 
during any instant of a transition of a teletype
writer signal pulse from Station A. If the re
sistances of both sides of the metallic circuit are 
equal, this current will divide equally between 
the two halves of the Station A line coil. The 
magnetic fields produced by this current will be 
equal and opposite in polarity thus cancelling 
Pach other. Under this condition no current due 
to this signal will be induced in the switch
board side of the Station A coil and the tele
phone conversation will not be affected. The 
same reasoning will show that no interference 
in the telephone circuit wi1l be produced by 
the teletypewriter signal at the Station B coil. 

A teletypewriter circuit can be simplexed with 
a telephone line Pither where the terminating 
telephone and. teletypewriter equipments are 
at the same location or a portion or all of a tele
typewriter line may be simplexed to a part of 
a telephone line where their routes are parallel. 
Figure 17 illustrates a teletypewriter installa
tion using simplexed lines. 

A phantom circuit is constructed by connect
ing four No. CW-301224 repeating coils as 
illustrated in figure 18. In effect the arrange-

ment is two simplex circuits used together to 
provide a metallic teletypewriter circuit. The 
explanation of operation of this circuit is the 
same as for a simplex circuit, however the ap
plication requires a little more care to prevent 

cw 301224 cw 301224 

TO TEI..EF'HOHE SIDE I I I SIDE TO TELEPHONE ~t ""' ~tf~ll EQUIPMENT c::cu' -~ ~- I c::c"1
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TO TELEPHONE SIDE I I I SIDE TO TELE-~-~ ~-~ EOUIPMENT ':,.cu -~ - 1 'i."'i"'T tQUIPMENT 
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COIL COIL 

FIGURE lB.-Phantom circuit. 

crosstalk and interference. In general the coils 
should be placed at or near the telephone eqtiip
ments and the two 2-wire lines should follow 
the same route and have approximately the same 
electrical characteristics to reduce interference 
to a minimum. The phantom circuit should 
only be used in teletypewriter circuit applica
tions when a metallic return circuit is definitelv 
required. 
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Ill. ADVANCE BASE TELETYPEWRITER EQUIPMENT 

16. The C-17 Unit. This unit has been de
signed and assembled to furnish a readily in
stalled complete teletypewrih•r system. Tlu.> 
system will provide a high speed method of 
communication and when properly utilized will 
leave the telephone system free for short, im
portant tactical orders and messages that must 
be handled expeditiously. 'Vhere traffic n•
quires a more flexible system than can be ob
tained with a series network a teletypewriter 
switchboard is available. The C-17 unit com
prises the following items of equipment: 

14 

6 Model 15 Typebar Page Printer. 
6 XRT-115 Table. 
6 REC-29 Rectifier. 
6 COQ-23403 Line Control Unit. 
1 BD-100 Switchboard. 
1 RA-43--B Rectifier. 

10 CW-301224 Repeating Coil. 
6 Set spare parts and tools for M-15 Type

bar Page Printer. 
15 Miles of Telex two conductor cable. 
1 Kit containing ground rods, ground 

clamps, BX cable, protectors and 
ground wire. 

1 Kit containing oil, grease, grease guns, 
teletype paper, and ribbons. 

1 Kit containing maintenance tools and 
test instruments. 

2 N A VSHIPS 900,031-Advance B as e 
Teletype Imtallation and Maintenance 
Practices. 

12 Instruction Manual No. 22 for M-15 
Typebar Page Printer containing Tele
type Corporation Bulletins Nos. 120, 
138, 144, 1044, 1077 and 1094; Specifi
cations Nos. S-5017, S-5288, S-5386 
and R-5402; and ·wiring Drawings 
'VD-2143A :md 2l46C. 

12 War Department Technical Manual 
TM-11-359. 

2 War Department Technical Manual 
TM-11-358. 

2 War Department Technical Manual 
TM-11-954. 

17. C-17 Station Equipment. Eueh of the six 
teletypewritPI' stat ion units ineludes a M-15 
Type Bar Page Printer arrang(•d for transmit
ting and recei,·ing nwssag(.'s, a XHT-115 metal 
table arrunged for mo1mting tlw teletypewrite•· 
and associated rectifi(.'J\ a HEC-29 Rectifier and 
a COQ-23403 Line Control rnit. A detailed 
description of installation, mainh•nnnce and 
alignment of eil'<'llits is gin'n in other sections 
of this instl'lll't ion. 

}'IGURE 19.--Jl-15 Teletypewriter and RE0-29 Rectifier 
m()unted on a XR1'-115 ~l'ablc. 

The M-15 Type Bar Page Printer (fig. 19) 
is a teletypewriter sending and receiving mech
anism. ·when the keyboard is operated a copy 
of the message is made at both the transmitting 
and distant stations. SeYeral machines may be 
comwcted in series on the same circuit and typ
ing at one station will he recorded at ali stations. 



AdL•ance lla8e Teletypewriter Equipment . 

fhe unit is equipped with a W. E. Co. 255-A 
Line Relay. This relay is designed for us2 on 
high quality lines where line currents remain 
fixed and bias adjustments are relatively infre
quent. These conditions can not be met on ad
Ylmced base installations and the COQ-2:1403 
Line Cqntrol Unit has been furnished to pro
Yide the necesary flexibility. Modifications 
nt>eessaryto rem<we the 'VE-255-A Relay from 
the circuit are dPtailed in the section on instal
lation. 

The XRT-115 Table is especially d~signed to 
support tht> teletypt>writer. rt>etifier and the asso
ciated cords, rt>e~ptades and terminals. The 
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teletypewriter is securl'd to the table top by 
clips, and a shelf built into the base provides 
mounting space for the rectifier without inter
ference with the operator's leg room. An elec
trical service assembly mounted on the inside 
of the table provides terminals for a-c power 
supply and receptacles for the a-c and d-e power 
cords of the rectifier and printer as well as ter
minals and jacks for the line and test circuit. 
Figure 20 is the schematic drawing of the table, 
teletypewriter and rectifi~r using a WE-255-A 
Line Relay. Figure 21 shows the same equip
ment after modification in the field for use with 
the COQ-23403 Line Control Unit: 

lt£UT UH -~-:o.Ns h-(.1 )-- I 
WINOUIG 
3~· 

s•TCtt 011 IITil. ,. 
STDI' CONTACTS : 

II ~ 
- I'OLAit NEUTIIAL KEY 

I 1oao•• 
J.--- fLECTIIICAL s•ltYICI i ASI£MeLY 

I 

~T~~s!,..s!~O~ ::c::~~ o:E :,~:~ •. TO 
I 

-------HitieEO COYDt PLAT£ 

D.C. OUTPUT 

Note No. 1 .--For tingle line operation, uolng rectifier a• line battery oource: 
laflery •tation.-Connect line to terminal• Nos. 7 and 10. Strop terminal Not. I to 11 -d terminal Not. 9 to 

12. With plugo ln1erted In line jackt, adjust ollder an· 25000 reolltor to produce 0.060 am...,. line cuiTent. 
Nonbatlery llatlon.-Connect line to termlnols Net. 7 oncl 10. Strap terminal Not. I to 9. 

FIGURE 20 -Station wirmg using W. E. Co. IB55-A Relay. 
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FIGURE 21.-0onnection for No. 15 Printer, Table XR7'-115, RE0-29~ and OOQ-23~0:1 Line Control Unit. 

Rectifier RE0-29 is designed to provide direct 
current suitable for signal line and local battery 
and to pn:>;vide the proper a-c voltage for the 
operation of the teletypewriter series governed 
motor. The unit will operate on a-c power sup
plies varying from 95-125 and 190-250 volts at 
25-60 cycles. It will deliver 110 volts alternat
ing current sufficient for the operation of two 
series governed printer motors and 200 milli
amperes of direct current at 120 volts. The 
rectifying unit is a selenium stack arranged 
for fuil wave operation. 

Rectifier RE0-10 was supplied at some of the 
Qlder Navy 'Station installations. The tlnit is 
designed to operate on a power supply of 105 
to 125 volts at 50 to 60 cycles a. c. An output 
plug is furnished to provide 200 milliamperes 
at 120 volts d. c. The rectifying unit is a sele-
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nium stack arranged for full wave operation. 
Line Control Unit OOQ-2-1403 (figure 22) is 

a spring adjusted line relay unit arranged ror 

FIGURE 22.-00Q-23~03 (Army BE-77-A) Line 
Control Unit. 
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neutral half-duplex· operation. It is used to 
make the necessary connection lwtween the tele
typewriter line circuit and receiving mechanism . 
.Means are provided for measuring and adjn><t
ing line current, mt>asuring the nlltage of t ht> 
d-e ·power source and nwasuring nntl adju,.;t ing 
the bias of the signal rc1>roduced by the contacts 
of the relay. Switch .controls are supplied to 
~pernte with local or distant line battery supply 
and to operate the printer with or without the 
relay in the line circuit. Condensed instruc
tions for use and a schematic wiring diagram are 
etched on panels attached to the sides of the unit. 

18. Switchboard Equipment. Switchboard 
equipment is supplied w1t11 t"he C-17 unit for use 
when a series circuit will not handle the traffic 
load or meet flexibility requirements. The unit 
is designed to provide switching and signal re
peating facilities for ten teletypewriter lines or 
loops operated on a neutral half-duplex basis. 
Provision is made for quickly connecting any 
station to another station or group of stations in 
the network, for monitoring, and for extending 
the facilities of the net through the use of ad-

Fwcm; 23.-BD-100 S1citchboani moullted on table. 

~~Gl:RE 24.-Rccti{icr RA-'-43-B. 

ditional switchboards. Three switchboards can 
be multipled to provide facilities for in,ter
connecting thirty lines under the control of one 
operator. The unit consists of a BD-100 
Switchboard and associated RA--!3-B Rectifier. 
An oper.ator's printer and table are obtained by 
using one of the six station equipments supplied 
in the C-17 unit. The COQ-23403 Line Con
trol Unit and the REC-29 Rectifier normally 
required for this station are available for main
tenance purposes. The BD-100 Switchboard as 
it appears when set up for use is illustrated in 
figure 23. 

'The BD-100 Switchboard is composed of two 
principal parts, the !able and the switchboard 
itself. The table is an angleiron framework, 
with handles on two sidesi used as a carrying 
case for the s'vitchboard when the unit is as
sembled for transportation, and as a supporting 
stand for the switchboard when the unit is set 
up for use. The switchboard is of cabinet type 
protected during transportation by steel covers 
on the front and rear. Removing the front 
corer exposes line rheostats, milliammeter, line 
open and answering keys, signal lamps, line 
patching jacks, line current measuring keys, 
bias measuring jacks, line current switches, 
blown fuse indicators and fuses. Removing the 
rear corer exposes the ten jack-mounted re
pe.~ting relay units. 

Rectifl<:r RA-~3-B (figure 24) furnishes the 
swifchboanl with a maximum of 4.5 amperes of 
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direct current at 115 volts. This output is ob
tained from an a-c input within the ranges of 
80-125, or 200-250 volts at 50 to 65 cycles. In 
addition the rectifier provides 115 volt a. c., suf
ficient for the motor of one operator's printer. 
The rectifying unit is composed of two grid 
controlled gas filled, vacuum tubes with a volt
age regulating circuit capable of regulation 
within plus or minus fiv-e volts at rated inputs 
and at any load within rated outputs. 

19. Other Station Equipment. At locations 
where a large volume of traffic must be handled 
other types of teletype gear have proven use
ful. The equipment described in this para
graph is designed to permit operation of a sys
tem on a semi-automatic basis in which a 
perforated tape is used to transmit signals to 
the line at the maximum speed of the 
equipment. 

Model15 Perforator Transmitter is arranged 
for use on the M-15 Teletypewriter in place of 
the standard direct keyboard. In addition to 
normal keyboard functions a tape punched in 
accordance with the five ( 5) unit code may be 
prepared. An end of line indicator or char
acter counter is provided to indicate the need 
for carriage return key operation when the tape 
punching device is used without producing a 
monitoring copy. The Model 15 Perforator 
Transmitter and associated Model 15 Type
bar Page Printer can be used to provide key
board transmission directly to the line with 
either or both a monitoring copy and a per
forated tape produced. It also can be used to 
perforate a tape wjthout keyboard transmission 
directly to the line and with the receiving unit 
producing a copy of a message from another 
source. 

The Transmitter Di8tributor is a motor· 
driven device for transmitting five (5) unit 
code to a line under control of a previously 
punched tape. The machine provides a maxi
mum line usage when a large volume of traffic 
must be handled. Interruptions to transmis
sion which occur during manual operation 
directly to the line can be eliminated by prep-
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aration of the tape well in advance of trans
missiOn. 

The Model19 Teletypewriter is composed of 
a Model 15 Perforator Transmitter, a Model 
15 Typebar Printer, a Transmitter Distributor, 
and the associated table and rectifier. This is 
the device generally used at stations where a 
large volume of traffic is to be handled by. a 
tape system. 

The Five Unit Tape Perforator is used to 
punch a five ( 5) unit code tape for subsequent 
use in a transmitter distributor. No typed 
record of the message punched is made by this 
perforator. 

The Model 14 Non-typing Reperforator 
accepts signal pulses from a line and per
forates the message on a tape for retrans
mission through a transmitter distributor. 
No typed record of the message is made by 
this reperforator. 

The Model 14 Typing Reperforator accepts 
signal pulses from a line and perforates the 
message on a tape for retransmission through a 
transmitter distributor. The message is also 
typed along the tape. Chadless type tape must 
be used with this machine. 

20. Army Tactical Equipm·ent. The Signal 
Corps has procured tactical equipment to pro
vide teletypewriter service similar to that avail
able with the C-17 unit. In most cases this 
equipment is cdntained in permanent trunk 
type chests suitable for tactical applications 
requiring rapid handling w1th ease and safety 
of transportation. The various units of this 
equipment are being used at some naval advance 
bases and are therefore briefly described in this 
paragraph. 

Army Telegraph Printer TG-7-B is a modi
fied Model 15 Typebar Page Printer packaged 
in two chests. The WE-255-A Line Relay and 
associated mountings are not supplied. The 
Printer Motor is arranged for a-c or d-e 
operation. 

Rectifier RA-87 is used with the Army type 
TG-7-B printer. The rectifier is designed to 
operate on an a-c power supply of 90 to 125 
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and 190 to 250 volts at 50 to 60 cycles. Two 
output receptacles are furnished to supply up 
to 4QO milliamperes d. c. at 115 volts and three 
output receptacles are furnished to supply up 
to 4.35 amperes a. c. at 115 volts. The recti
fying unit is a selenium stack arranged for 
full wave operation. 

P&wer Unit PE-77~A is an engine driven 
g~nerator designed to .supply· power lor the 
teletypewriter unit TG-7-B when no a-c power 
is available. A 250 watt, 115 volt d-e generator 
is directly coupled to a single cylinder four 
cycle gasoline engine. The teletypewriter motor 
for use with this power supply must be designed 
for d-e operation. 

Pou,er Unit PE-75 is an engine driven alter
nator set used to suppl;f 115 volt a-c power to 
operate .the RA-4a:-B rectifier assOciated with 
BD-:;100 switchboard installations. when this 
power is not available from some other source. 
The alternator is capable of producing 2500 

. watts of power. Securely mounted in a skid 
type base, it consists of a self-excited, self 
regulating a-c genetator, pulley driven by a 
singl!l cylinder, air cooled gasoline engine. 

A1"11l4/ Telegraph Printer Set EE-97-A is a 
unit designed to furnish a complete ·sending 
and receiving· teletypewriter station including 
·a gasoline-driven power supply for use at loca
tions where commerci~l a-c power :might not be 
available. The unit is packaged in four per-

939347 Q-lll--4 

manent trunk type chests, two of which serve 
as printer table and operator's chair when the 
station is set up. The equipment supplied is: 

1 TG-7-B Telegraph Printer (Modified 
Model 15 Typebar Page Printer). 

1 BE-77-A Line Unit (same as COQ-
23403 Line Control Unit). 

1 RA-87 Rectifier Unit. 
1 PE-77-A Power Unit. 
2 GP-29 Ground Rods. 
Quantity of paper, spare fuses, extension 

cords, and typewriter ribbons. 

Army Telegraph Printer Set EE-98-A is 
similar to the EE-97 unit with the PE-77-A 
Pow~r Unit omitted. 

Army Telegraph Central Office Set T0-3 is 
a unit designed to provide complete teletype
writer switchboard service at a field location. 
The switchboard and gasoline-driven generator 
form their own shipping containers and the re
maining equipment is packaged in five trunk 
type chests. The equipment supplied is as 
follows: 

1 TG-7-B Telegraph Printer. 
1 BD-100 Telegraph Switchboard. 
1 RA-43.-B Rectifier. 
1 PE-75 Pt>wer Unit. 
2 GP-29 Ground Rods. 
Quantity of paper, ribbons, spare fuses and 

lamps, extension cords, patching cords 
and tools. 
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IV. EQUIPMENT OPERATION 

21. The Teletypewriter. The machine sup
plied in the C-17 unit is an M-15 Teletype
writer equipped for neutral or polar operation 
with a WE-255-A Line Relay. A simplified 
schematic drawing of the electrical circuit of 
this machine is illustrated in figure 25. Wiring 

POLAR-NEUTRAL ICEY. 

!~~~~d=~ 

TELETYPEWRITER 
M-15 

·A>J<E • I IH 

SUPPLY A WIRINfl AND OMIT 8 
WIRING WHEN THIS STATION 
DOES NOT SUPPLY BATTERY. 

SUPPLY B WIRING, OMIT A WIIIIN8, 
AND ADJUST LINE RHEOSTAT TO 
PROVIDE .010 AMPS. LINE CURRENT 
WHEN BATTERY IS SUPPLIED AT 
THIS STATION. 

+ 
115VDC. 

SEL. MAG. 

TO PROTEC:TOR 
AND LINE 

TAIILE 
XRTII5 

RECTIFIER 
REC2SI 

FIGUI!E 25.-Simplifteil schematic circuit for M-15 Tele
typewriter equipped with W. E. Oo. 255A Relay. 

of the machine can be arranged either to sup
ply battery to the line in series with a line rheo
stat or to have battery supplied by a distant 
station. The '\V~255-A Polar Relay is per
manently wired through two 2000 ohm resistors 
to provide a fixed biasing current in the biasing 
winding. Reference to figure 4 indicates the ef
fe~t on signal bias at the selector lll:agnet of this 
circuit if the li:pe current varies in the oper
ating winding of the WE-255-A Relay. Line 
current variation Clue to varying leakage to 
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ground and to wide 8aily temperature varia
tions on the lines will be the usual operating 
condition at advance base -installations. With 
the above station arrangement no practical 
method of correcting circuit resistance for vary
ing current flow or of compensating for signal 
bias is provided. It is intended that the COQ- · 
23403 Line Control Unit described in the next 
paragraph be used at station installations. If 
the Lin& Control Unit is not available compen
sation for this signal bias can be obtained by· 
insertion of a variable resistance at the point X 

.{fig.--25) .of..the WE-255-A relay bias circuit. 

22. The COQ-23403 Line Control Unit (Fig. 
22). This unit is designed to provide a line re
lay which is readily adjustable for variations in 
line current and signal bias. Most of the com
ponents of the unit, including the single current 
·western Union 41-C Relay, are mounted within 
a sheet steel housing. Binding posts for line 
connection, binding posts an~ jacks for connec
tion of teletypewriters, line fuse and blown fuse 
indicator, line rheostat, meter and meter key are 
mounted on the top cover of the line unit. A 
door in the front of the housing gives access 
to the line relay and a switch panel upon which 
relay and line current switches are located. 

A schematic circuit of the Line Control Unit 
is illustrated in figure 26. The line current 
switch provides an easy method of controlling 
the location of the battery supply in any net
work and the relay switch proviaes a means of 
connecting the selector magnet directly in the 
line for emergency operation if a trpuble devel
ops in the relay. With complete failure of the 
loca~ d-e supply, emergency operation may be 
accomplished by operating keys to distant cur
rent supply and 1:elay out of circuit, providing 
60 milliamperes of line current can be supplied 
by the distant station. The milliammeter is nor
mally in the line and provides for rapid check
ing and adjustment of the line current. 
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FIGUHE 26.-Lcft side panel of COQ-23403 Line Control Unit. 

FIGURE 27.-Right side of panel of COQ-23403 Line Control Unit. 

A METER key is provided to connect the will be indicated by a meter rea<ling to the left 
milliammeter and a bias measuring circuit or right respectively. Adjustment o£ the bias-
across the contacts o£ the WU-41-C Relay. ing spring on the vVU-41-C Relay can be made 
1Vith repeated spacing signals being transmitted to compensate £or the bias o£ the signal. Oper-
on the line and the METER key in the BIAS ation o£ the METER key to the VOLTS posi-
position an indication is given of the bias dis- tion will give a voltage reading of the d-e 
tortion present in the signal being reproducefl supply. 
by the relay contacts. When an unbiased signal Condensed operating instructions (figure 27) 
is being produced the meter needle will vibrate are etched on a panel attached to the right side 
at the zero point and spacing or marking bias of the unit. 

21 
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Equipment Operation 

23. The BD-100 Switchboard. The face of the 
switchboard is composed of panels on which are 
mounted the patching and control equipment. 
The items of equipment described in this para
graph may be identified on figure 28. 

Each of the ten lines served by one switch
board has the following equipment mounted on 
the face of the switchboard: 

( 1) A line rlwostat to control current flow in 
the line. With its knob rotated fully to t~ 
left (counter-clockwise) all of the resistance 
of the rheostat is cut into the line. 

(2) A LINE OPEN key to extinguish the 
supervisory lamp when station equipment is 
not connected to the line or when a line in service 
becomes open in trouble. This is a locking key 
and can only be released by depressing the 
ANSWER key associated with the same line. 
The LINE OPEN key will not lock in its op
erated position when the associated ANSWER 
key is opera~d. 

(3) An ANSWER key to connect the opera
tor's teletypewriter to the line. This is a lock
ing key and can only be released by depressing 
another ANSWER key or the ANSWER REL 
key. 

( 4) A line supervisory lamp to permit the 
station to signal the switchboard operator. This 
lamp ..,vill also indicate an open line and under 
this condition may be extinguished by depress
ing the LINE OPEN key. 

(5) An UPPER AND LOWER PATCH
ING JACK to permit patching two or more 
stations together on a call or conference connec
tion. When a connection is established by an 
operator the patching cord should be inserted 
first in the LOWER PATCHING JACK ofthe 
line to be called and then after a two or three 
second delay the other end of the patching cord 
should be inserted into the UPPER PATCH
ING JACK of the calling line. If a confer
ence circuit is to be set up each of the called 
machines shall be patched successively in the 
same manner. This sequence is necessary to 
start the motor of the called machine. The 
LOWER PATCHING JACK may be patched 
to the BIAS METER JACK for measurement 
of the bias of the signal reproduced by the con
tacts of the Line Relay. 

( 6) A LINE CURRENT key to. connect the 
milliammeter into the line for measurement of 

line current. This is a locking key and must 
be released by depressing another LINE CUR
RENT key or the LINE CURRENT REL key. 

(7) A LOCAL BIAS MEASUREMENT 
jack to connect to the BIAS METER jack for 
measurement of the bias of the signal repro
duced by the contacts of the Local Relay. 

(8) A BATTERY SUPPLY switch to con
trol the connection of line battery or ground to 
the line at the switchboard. 

(9) A FUSE and BLOWN FUSE INDI
CATOR to protect the line equipment ·against 
excessive current flow. Caution: This is a one
quarter ampere fuse and will not protect the 
milliammeter. 

The following equipment on .the face of the 
switcnboard is common to all of the lines served: 

( 1) A MILLIAMMETER and a METER 
key to provide for measurement of battery sup
ply voltage, line current or signal bias. 

(2) A NIGHT ALARM key to provide, if 
desired, an audible signal when any line super
visory lamp is lighted. 

(3) A BIAS METER jack to provide for 
connection of the line or local relay of any line 
to the bias measuring circuit. 

(4) RED and BLACK OPERATOR'S 
PRINTER and MULTIPLE jacks to connect 
the operator's teletypewriter to the switchboard 
and to extend its circuits to the next switch
board in line when two or more boards are 
multi pled. 

( 5) FUSES and BLOWN FUSE INDICA
TORS for the operator's printer and the bias cir
cuit. 

The terminals (fig. 29) for the connection of 
line wires, battery supply and ground are lo
cated on a panel behind a metal door on the 
left side of the switchboard. 

Ten North Electric Co. BK-27-A Relay 
Units equipped with banana plugs are mounted 
in jacks at the rear of the board (fig. 30). Each 
unit contains a line and local relay to supply 
one of the ten lines served by the switchboard. 
The biasing springs of all relays are equipped 
with adjusting knobs accessible from the back 
of the switchboard. The jack mountings are on 
a hinged gate (fig. 29) which can be swung aside 
to provide access to the other equipment and 
wiring of the switchboard. 
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Jo',GURE 29.-/nterior and comwcting panel of BD-100 
Switchboard. 

24. The BD-100 Switchboard Circuit. Each of 
the line circuits in the switchboard is arrang,ed 
to repeat teletypewriter signals into the circuits 
to which it is connected by patching cords. Fig
ure 31 represents the connection of three sta
tions to three of the line circuits of :t switch
board. Bltttery for stati~n 1 is suppliPd by the 
switchboard, for station 2 by the station and 
for station 3 by both the station and switch
board. 

Station 1 desiring to originate a call will op
erate his BREAK key thus starting his teletype
writer motor and releasing the No. 1 line relay 
at the switchboard. The No. 1 local relay will 
remain operated under control of the make-be
fore-break contact on the No. 1 line relay but 
the No. 1 signal relay will release and light 
the No. 1 line supe.rvisory lmmp. When sta
tion 1 releases his BREAK kPy the No. 1 line 
relay will reoperate. 

The operator will answer the call by depress
ing the No.1 ANSWER key operating the No. 
1 signal relay and extinguishing the No. 1 line 
supervisory lamp. This key also connects bat-
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tery through tlw wimlings of tht- No. 1' local 
relay and the OPR SEL l\IAG in parallt-1 and 
both in sf'ries with the make eontact of the No.1 
line relay, the OPR TR contacts and ground. 
Wht-n the opt-rator tr-ansmits signals the No. 1 
local rt-lay and tht- OPH SEL :\lAG will op
t-rat!' and rt-lf'ase in parallt-l undt-r control of 
the OPR TRcoutacts. and the line relay at sta
tion 1 will operate and rt-lease under control 
of the No. 1 local relay make contact. The 
No. 1 line relay will remain operated under 
control of the make-before-break contact of the 
No. 1 lvral relay. 'Vhen station 1 transmits 
signals to the opl.'rator its line relay and the 
No. 1 line relay will operate and release under 
eontrol of the station 1 transmitting contacts 
and the OPR SEL MAG will operate and re
)pase under con~rol of the make contact on the 
No. 1 line relay. The Xo. 1 local relay will 
remain operated under control of the make-be
fore-break contact on the No. 1line relay. 

Assume that station 1 has asked the operator 
for a connf'ction to station 2. The operator will 

FIGURE 30.-Line and locat relays on the. 
BD-100 Switchboard. 
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F:GURE 31.-Simpli/lrd schematic of BD-100 Switchboard. 

plug one end of a patching cord into the No. 2 
LOWER PATCHING JACK, wait three sec
onds and plug the other end of the cord into the 
No.1 UPPERPATCHINGJACK. The three 
second break necessary to start the teletype
writer motor at station 2 is supplied by the re
lease of No. 2 local relay when the patching 
cord is plugged into the No. 2 LOWER 
PATCHING JACK. The No. 2 line relay is 
held operated under control of the make-before
break contact of the No. 2 local relay and when 
the patching cord is plugged into the No. 1 
UPPER PATCHING JACK the No.2 local 
relay will reoperate closing the line to station 2. 

·with station 1, station 2, and the operatQr all 
connected, battery at No. 1 local relay, No. 2 
local relay and the OPR SEL MAG are all in 
parallel and this combination is in series with 
the make contact of No. 1 line relay, the OPR 
TR contacts, the tip of the patching cord, the 
make contact of No. 2 line relay and ground at 
the No.2 UPPER PATCHING JACK. When 
the operator transmits, No. 1 local relay, No. 2 
local relay and the OPR SEL MAG will op
erate and release under control of the OPR TR 
contacts and the station 1 and 2 line relays will 
operate and release under control of the No. 1 
local and No. 2 local relays thus produc,ing 
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copies of the mPssugt> at all stat ions. Under 
this condition the No. 1 line and No. ~ line 
relays will remain operutt•d undt>r control of 
the make before hrt>nk 'contaets on the :Xo. 1 
local and .No.2 local relays respectinly. 

'Vhere station 1 trarunnits. its transmitting 
contacts will control the station 1 ·line rt>lay 
and X o. 1 line relay. The make contact of the 
No. 1 line relay· in turn controls the opt>ration 
and release of the No. 2 local relay and the 
OPR SEL MAG.· The make contnet of the 
No. 2 local relay controls the operation and 
release of the station 2 line relay and thus copy 
will be reproduced at all three stations. Unde1· 
this condition the No. 1 local and the No. 2 
line relays remain operated under control of 
the make before break contacts of the ~.Yo. 1 line 
and the No. 2 local relays, respectively. A 
similar description will apply when station 2 is 
trnnsmitting. 

If station 1 had asked for a conferenee con
nection with station 2 and 3 the operator would 
have connected station 2 as just deseribed and 

939347 0-111--5 

then COilllt>dt>d station :3 in tilt' Slllllt' lllall-
11!'1", hy patching hNwt>Pn t lw .\· o .. i Lott'l'l' Patrh
ing Ja.d.: and tlw .\'o. J Fpper Pato,ldng Jark. 
It may be :-;aid that the line relay of tlw circuit 
associatt>d with the transmitting station and tlw 
loml relay,; of all the circuits associated \Yith 
J'eceiviug stations will operate and release with 
tht> signals bt>in:r transmittt>d and the local re
lay of tlw circuit associated with the transmit
ting station and the li·ne relays of the circ1iits 
associated with the receiving stations will be 
held opt>rated by make-before-break contacts on 
the otlwr rt>lay of a pair. 

A slow relt>asP ft>ature is incorporated in all 
oft he .~ignal rPlays to prt>wnt their release when 
tlw linf' relays an• folio\\ ing teletypewriter 
signals. 

A sclw111atic drawing of the complete circuit 
is illu>itratc>d in fignrt> :32. "\Viring drawings 
al}(l a <lt>tailt>d description of circuit operation 
aJ'P containPd in tlw 'Var Department Technical 
~Ianual No. Tl\1 11-3f>8 packed with the equip
ment. 
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V. SYSTEM DESIGN 

25. Design Considerations. Considerable fore
thought should be given to the design and 
layout of an advance base teletypewriter sys
tem before actual installation is begun. Ths 
number of stations on the system, amount of 
traffic to be handled between the various sta
tions, the equipment that will be available for 
the job, and even weather conditions should 
come under consideration before the circuits are 
actually installed. Some of these items and 
their relation to circuit design are covered in 
the following paragraphs. 

26. Method of Connection. \Vhen definite in
formation is available on station locations and 
the expected amount of traffic on the system 
can be estimated, a selection of the method of 
connection and equipment required can be 
made. The use of a teletypewriter switch
board offers several very important advantages 
over a series circuit arrangement aside from 
its ability to handle a great deal more traffic. 
A failure of one station line wire will not af
fect the operation of other stations and is im
mediately locatable in one particular wire line 
thus greatly reducing the time necessary to 
put that station back in service as well as pro
tecting communications on the entire system 
Since the switchboard acts as a repeater each 
station may be at the maximum distance from 
the switchboard thus effectively doubling the 
distance between the most widely separated 
stations in the system. In selecting a switch
boalrd, however, consideration must also be 
given to the necessity for supplying operating 
personnel for 24 hour coverage. 

If unavailability or other considerations pre
clude the installation of a switchboard further 
consideration should be given to carrying all 
of the legs of a series circuit through a test 
connecting block or W. E. Co. 63-C-1 Jackbox 
as discussed in section II. This method of 
connection will greatly facilitate the testing 
and patching out of inoperative portions of the 
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circuit. if this method is used however, care 
must be taken not to exceed resistance limita
tions. Where teletypewriter circuits parallel 
telephone circuits, either existing or proposed, 
savings in installation time and wire used can 
be effected by the utilization of CW -301224 
Repeating Coils to provide simplex or phantom 
circuit operation. 

27. Trafllc Engineering. Information is given 
in this section which will assist in planning· for 
the number of teletypewriter station sets, 
switchboards and connecting networks that will 
be required. Data are provided on the word 
(or 5-letter group) carrying capacity of trunk 
groups and the approximate number of tele
typewriter switchboard positions that will be 
required for a predetermined volume of traffic. 
Available data from field experience in present 
theaters are reflected in the information con
tained herein. Engineering on the job will be 
more accurate than advance estimates. 

The traffic handled by a teletypewriter 
switchboard probably will consist of traffic be
tween stations connected to the same switch
board and outward and inward calls over 
trunks to distant similar swtichboards. The 
following table gives the approximate number 
of positions required for different amounts of 
total traffic per day. 

TABLE I.-Teletypewriter s1citchboard position require

mtmf8 

Approximate I Averare num./ 
number ber busy hour II 
positions calls per 
requirt>d oJX>rator ---,-----:---200______________________ 1 20. o I 

485______________________ 2 24.2 

A \"erage total calls JX>r day 

780______________________ 3 25.9 
1,04Q_ - ----- . ----------- 4 26. 0 
1,380_----------·_-----. -- 5 27. 6 
1,690____________________ 6 2& 1 
2,025_------------------- 7 ~& 9 
2,380_-- --------- . ------- 8 29. 7 

---- ----
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This data is based on the following assumptions: 
(l) Each operator handle!! all types of calls. 
(2) The distribution of traffic per 100 calls is 20 

local to local call:s, 40 incoming trunk calls and 40 
outgoing trunk call!<. 

(3) Ten percent of the total avarage daily traffic is 
handll~d in the busiest hour. 

(4) Lower loads are used on the smaller boards to 
provide a reasonable grade of service during short 
traffic peaks. 

(5) Every operator is able to reach every line ana 
trunk. 

(6) Au operator is provided for each position durin~~: 
the busy hour. 

The 1£>ngth of the message is not involved 
since the operator's time is concerned chiefly 
with setting up and taking down connections 
and only incidentally in monitoring. The 
table assumes ten percent of the total traffic 
per day as the amount of traffic handled in the 
busiest hour. If the busiest hour is assumed 
to be other than ten percent of the total traffic 
per dny, multiply the total traffic per day by 
the ratio this pe1·cent is to ten and use the re
sulting figme as the total number of calls per 
day to obtain the number of positions required 
for this amount of traffic. 

BD-100 Teletypewriter Switchboard Units 
are equipped for ten circuits per position, usable 

for eit lwr trunk m· station loops. Conn~ction, 
are set up by mean:-; of patching cords. Three 
units of this switchboard are limited to a total 
of thitty eircuits (trunks and loops). For ex
ample, if there are twenty local teletypewriter 
station loops, only ten trunks h<>twN•n switch
boards can be installPd. The number of con
nections that will be up at any one time is 
therefore variable, depending on the proportion 
of loops and trunks. These facts must be eon
sidered in the decision as to the Humber of 
units required at one location. The patching 
cords of which 10 are supplied with each posi
tion arP 18 inches long. An aceP:-sory chest 
supplie(l with eaeh position contains two ad
ditional 18-inch and ten 72-inch cords. If more 
than three positions are used in o11e line-up, 
connections are JimitP<.l by the 72-inch cord 
length. 

28. Trunk Group Engineering. It' is expected 
at advance base installations that traffic will be 
handled on a direct keyboard transmission 
basis. The awra:.rp speed of transmission for 
this type of traffic is asf-'nme<l to be 30 words 
(5-letter groups) per minute. Table II pro
vides data on the capacity of various trunk 
grqups in calls or words per day. This data 

T ARI,E II.-ApproJ imate trunk group requirements 

·-
:"\umh~r of calls per trunk group per day 

--- -------------,--- Number of words (5·1etter groups) l><'r 
~um~r o! trunks 7-minutc holding timt• I 0-minute holding time 12·minute holding time trunk group per day 1 

req uir~<l in trunk JH:'r nwssage per mt'ssage per message 
group ---- ---- ---- --- ---- -----------,----------------------Fast Medium Slow _. Medium . Fast !\lcdmm Slow Fast !\lt•dium !;low 

service _I service service Fast sen ICe service I~~~~~~ ~·n ire sen ice sen ice service st>rvi('{' service 
---------- ----- ----- - --- ---- ----- ----

)__ - 10 50 90 10 40 60 10 30 50 750 7,200 7, 200 
2 ~ 50 90 170 40 90 ·130 30 70 100 5, 700 19,800 27,000 
3_- 90 170 230 60 130 18(1 50 llO 140 13,000 33,000 46,000 
4__ 130 230 350 90 180 250 70 150 190 20,000 45,000 60,000 
5_-- 170 350 450 130 230 280 100 190 230 33,000 60,000 80,000 
6.--- - -" 230 450 500 170 280 ,350 140 230 280 40,000 66,000 92,000 
7---- ~------ 300 500 600 200 350 400 170 270 350 53,000 92,000 106,000 
8 ______ --- 400 600 650 250 400 500 210 350 400 66,000 106,000 132, 000 
9 __ ----- - :.t50 6.50 750 300 450 550 240 400 450 80,000 120,000 145,000 
10 _______ -- 500 750 800 350 500 600 270 450 500 92,000 133,000 165,000 
II_ _________ 550 800 -- - -- 400 550 ------ 280 500 ---- - 106,000 143,000 ---------12 _______ ~-~ 600 ------ -- .. --- 450 600 ------ 350 ------ ---·--- 120,000 165,000 ---------
13--~-- ---. 700 - .. -- . - ------ .500 ------ ------ 400 ------ ------ 132,000 ---------- ---------14 __________ 7.50 -- "-- - . ---- 550 ----- ·- ------ 450 ------ ------1 145, 000 ---------- ---------
15 __ -- ---- 800 ----- ------ 600 - ----- ------ 500 --"·-- - ----. 165,000 ---------- ---------

, i 
1 These tlguresiare based on 100 ~re<>nt keyboard transmission at an average speed of 30 words per minute. H transmission from prepuncht'd tapes 

is used 50 percent bf the time multiply these figures by 1.5 and If transmission from prepunched tapes is used 100 percent of the time multiply these 
ligures by 2. · 
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will have its greatest application i;- large sys
tems and when used for design purposes in ad
vance base installation the information con
tained in the table should be carefully W,fighed 
ag~inst the information in the following para
graphs. 

The assumption is made in this table that 
ten percent of the total traffic per day is 
handled in the busiest hour. If the busy hour 
traffic is assumed to be other tha~ ten percent 
of the total traffic per day, multiply the total 
traffic per day by the ratio this percent is to 
ten and use the resulting figure as the total 
traffic per day to obtain from the table the 
number of trunks required. 

The number of messages that can be trans
mitted over one circuit depends on the length 
of time the circuit is held for transmitting the 
average message. Data is given for the num
ber of calls that can be handled per trunk 
group per day with average lengths of seven, 
ten and twelve minutes per call and for the 
number of words than can be handled per trunk 
group per day. A1lowances are given for three 
different grades of service designated as fast 
s~rvice, which means few delayed calls because 
of "no circuit"; medium service, which means 
more delays; and slow service, with still more 
delays. This of course, is relath·e, but fast 
service contemplates that a high percPntage 
of calls will be completed on the first attempt. 

It should be :t:emembere<l that all of the fig
ures given in this table are 'base(l on a desire 
to complete calls between stations with a la<'k 
of delay similar to that available in commercial 
operation. A singlto trunk used continuously 
throughout a day at a thirty word per minute 
speed could under ideal conditions transmit 
57,500 words, but the table allows only 750 
words per day to supply practically undelayed 
traffic capabilities over one trunk. Of course 
in actual practice the maximum figure just 
stated can never be re:whed because of delay 
occasioned by mainten:wce, line-up, time used 
in establishing coHIWctions, ete. At advance 
base installations a eompromise will have to Le 
made between the amount of delay permissible 
in completing calls and the difficulties inhen•nt 
in the establishment-and maintenance of trunk 
line facilities. 
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29. Point to Point Service. 'Vhen two or more 
stations are connected in a scriPs circuit for 
i11tercommunieation without the use of a 
switchboard the considerations for trunk de
sign do not apply exactly. Under these con
ditions the circuit may approach but will never 
reach its maximum capability of 57,500 words 
per day, an average of 30 words per minute 
keyboard operation. It will be Jlt'('('Sf'ary in 
the dPsign of this type of citTttit to consider 
not only t lw total amount of traffic to be 
originated in a day hut tlw frequency with 
which messages can be intPrTupted to permit 
transmission of messages of higher 1wiority. 

30. Circuit Engineering. In laying out circuits 
to meet sPrviee reqnirenwnts, it is essential to 
know the limiting lengths of various types of 
sections. Furthermore, it is important to 
evaluate the transmission capabilities of each 
line section to permit the selection of propPI' 
f:icilities. The transmission capabilities of a 
line sPction are dependent on circuit length, 
type of line, construction and type of equip
nwut, and can be readily evaluated by the use 
of transmission ratings or eo-efficients. The 
use of coefficients will aid in the efficient em
ployment of existing arrangPutents and in 
plan;.; for. new faeilities. 

31. Circuit Limits. The distances pver which 
teletypewritl'l' cirenits can he satisfactorily 
operated are limited by different considerations 
for different types of circuits and operating con
ditions. Important factors are line h•akage, 
line resistance, ground resistance, wave shape 
distortion and interfen•nce. A simple calcu
lation involving line current, circuit resist
ance and voltage, although of some assistance 
in applyir1g limiting values, is not sufficient to 
deter·mine wlwther a cireuit will be satisfaetory 
sinee it twglects :til otlwr factors. These tom
pututions should ho\H'VPr, be earrieil ont as one 
phast> of l'ireuit design to insun• a desirable line 
('III'I'Pnt Yalue. Tlw eomputat ions will not pro
vide t lw actual limits wltieh e:w be used as tlw 
l'ireuit will lw ftnthPr limited by the distortion 
elemPnts and a fiual cirl'nit layout will be a 
eotnprom i se lwtwPen em'l'ent and distortion 
limits. 
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A teletypewr·iter circuit can be considered to 
be a st>ries direct current arrangement and 
Ohm's Law computations will be applicable. 
All of the equipment included in the C-17 unit 
is designed to operate \vith an optimum line 
current of 60 milliamperes and the rectifiers for 
supplying this current are for operation at 115 
volts. For design purposes each series circuit 
should have only one series battery sHpply al
though under actual operating conditions it 
may be permissible to use two 115 volt battery 
supplies at two different points on the circuit. 
The use of two butteries in series provides a line 
voltage of 230 volts which muy be useful in over
coming the effect~;~ of line leakage. However the 
effect of line capacity increases with an increase 
in voltage and will probably cause an increase 
in signal distortion. 

Maximum permissible line resistance to pro
vide the optimum operating currents for the 
circuit can be calculated in the following man
ner: 

Max. permissible resistance R=Ej/=115/.060 
R=1917 ohms 

TABLE Ill.-Conatants of twin conductor wire• 

Capacitance Resistance .!!-
.J:l~ 

mf./mile (ohms} ;~ .sa 
Type of wire :1! :1!~ .!!6 Gil8. 

e ·-::s e~ e.., e.., 
j' ec ec =d 

-;8-;::- ig"f e.s - -~ 
"' t' .. .. -o ..... o :a.~ 
!!:: Q 

.. .. ~- .. ~~ 
~ I)., I)., I)., 

-----------
Telex No. 17 2-con-

ductor cable _______ 0. 170. 15 58 29 14. 5 2 110 
Army type W50 out-

side twisted pair ___ . 23 . 07 26 13 6.5 150 
Army type W108 par-

allel drop wire _____ . 21 . 13 180 90 45 160 
Army type W108A 

parallel drop wire __ . 22 . 13 230 115 57.5 140 
Army type W110B 

field wire------~-- . 18 . 07 186 93 46.5 120 
Army type W130 as-

sault wire _________ . 19 . 07 5901295 147.5 35 
Army t~ pe W 130A 

590
1
295 assault wire_.: _____ • 28 . 09 147.5 35 

Army type W143 
field wire _________ . 19 . J9 35 17.5 8.8 90 

------
• These figures are maximum allowable tension under normal condi 

tillllll. Stringing tension of aerial wire should he lower than these values 
to allow for temperature changes, Ice, etc. 

• Minimum breaking strength. 

For design purposes a maximum permissible 
resistance of 1900 ohms may be considered as 
one of the limiting factors in checking a pro
posed circuit layout. 

Although the characteristics of teletype
writer circuits constructed with open wire fa
cilities are generally better than those using 
cable twisted pair or twin conductor facilities 
it is expected that the former will not be used 
extensively at Naval advance base installations. 
Table III provides the constants for the more 
common types of twisted pair and twin conduc
tor wire. 

The internal line resistance of various units 
of C-17 equipment are shown in table IV. 

TABLE IV.-Re•i•tance of teletypewriter line circuits 

Equipment 

I 
Total internal 

resistance 
ohms 

----------------·-------, 
M-15 teletypewriterwith XRT-115 table: 

Using W. E. Co. 215-A line relay ___ _ 
Using W. E. Co. 255-A line relay ___ _ 

COQ-23403line unit ___________________ _ 
BD-100 switchboard line circuit _________ _ 
CW-301224 repeating coiL ___ --~- ______ _ 

85 
136 
220 

76 
10.5 

When the line circuit of this equipment in
cludes a variable resistor for controlling line 
current the tabulated values are based on the 
assumption that the resistor is set at its mini
mum value. 

Sample calculations for the various methods 
of circuit connection are shown in figure 33. 

At advance base installations a teletypewriter 
circuit can be considered satisfactory if there is 
an average of one character error in every 10 
minutes of continuous use. This is the equiv
alent of one error in 3,700 operations. The max
imum circuit limitations are based on this fre
quency of error and on the further assump
tions that climatic conditions and maintenance 
practices will keep losses and distortions due to 
line leakage and capacity effects at an average 
value. Table V provides working limitations 
for the major circuit arrangements, that can be 
provided with a C-17 unit. 
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When any proposed circuit involves the con
nection of more than two teletypewriter sta
tions or one teletypewriter station aQ.d a tele
typewriter switchboard it will also be desirable 
to make a check of telegraph transmission co
efficients. 

10 M6L£1; 01 TELEX 

USMif8 lOTH GONOUCTOIIS • JlaftAI.LlL 

(10XI4.5)+tiO+IIO•NS• 

CW30ttl4 COIL 

15 MILO W'NO I WIM 

TIEU:TYn SIWUUD WITH 
TELEPHONE 

10 IIIIL[S W43 

~'MANTO. 

cw;,oeu• COLS 

FIGURE 33.-Bam.ple tine resistance calculations of a 
teletype circuit. 

32. Telegraph Transmission Coefficients. It 
has been found that, with either teletypewriter 
or Morse code reception, signals with a total 
distortion of less than ±35% are not likely to 
cause an error. Although a high degree of sta
bility is desirable, it is not practicable to design 
telegraph circuits that will operate perfectly 
at all times. Any station-to-station connection 
which does not produce a long time average of 
more than one error in ten minutes (one char
acter in 3700) will ~e considered high grade 
for military purposes, and in some cases layouts 
with a higher average of errors will be consid
ered satisfactory. A circuit at the border line 
of these limits might operate with very few 
errors fora number of days and then have fairly 
frequent errors over a period of several minutes 
to several hours. If actual occurrence of errors 
interferes seriously with traffic, action should 
be taken to improve performance either by im
provement in the transmission capabilities of 
the circuit or by the use of regenerative re
peaters. 
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TABLE V .-Circuit limitation11, 

Neutral n: C. tel<'gmph line circuit h<'tw .. en- I L!mit· 
--------,-

1
.-------~le::'~h 

Equipm .. nt Equipment ci~it 
mil<'s 

COQ-23403 line con
trol unit. 

COQ-23403 line con
trol unit~ 

BD-100 switchboard __ 
BD-100 switchboard __ 

COQ-23403 line con
·trol unit. 

COQ-23403 line con
trolJ.Jnit. 

BD-100 switchboard __ 

W. E. ·215-A fixed bias 
line relay. 

COQ-23403 line con
trol unit. 

BD-100 switchboard __ 

COQ-23.403 line con- 11 35 
trol unit. 

BD-100 switchboard ••• ! 25 

BD-100 switchboard ___ ! 25 
Army CF-2-A carrier 25 

telegraph terminal. 
Army CF-2-A carrier I 25 

telegraph terminal. 
Army CF-2-B carrier I 16. 

telegraph terminal. 
Army CF-2-B carrier I 12 

telegraph terminal. 
Any type equipment I 5 

except UG terminal. 
Type UG carrier tele-~ * 

graph equipment. 
Type UG carrier tele- }~ 

graph equipment. 

1 This limiting length is controlled by the unfavomble relation ootwpen 
resistance and capacitance with Telex wire or W -143 wire. Using 
W-llo-B wire.opemting at 0.050 milliamperes of line current the circuit 
ength can oo extended to 40 miles. 

NOTES 

1. All limits are for a D. C. ground return circuit simplexed. The 
wire should have a resistance of 186 ohms per loop mile or less. 

2. The limiting lengths are for average l<'akage and capacity conditions 
and should oo reduced for extreme leakagp and capacity value. 

3. If the total loop resistance of a circuit exceeds 1,000 ohms but the 
circuit length does not exceed the mileage limitations of this table either 
the circuit length or circuit resistance must oo reduced until the loop 
resistance is 1,000 ohms. 

In a complete telegraph circuit the total dis
tortion is made up of contributions from a con
siderable number of sources. Various types 
and lengths of telegraph transmissio:q sections 
and local extension circuits differ in the amount 
of signal distortion which they cause. Further
more, the performance of each part of a net
work varies from time to time because of changes 
in weather conditions, adjustments, etc. To 
evaluate or predict the transmission capabilities 
of a circuit is difficult, but a system of ratings 
called transmission aoef!Wients, based on field 
and laboratory measurements, has been estab
lished. In the rating system (table VI) each 
part of a network is assigned a numerical co
efficient in accordance with the quality of trans
mission which it provides-the lower the co
efficient the higher the quality of the circuit. 
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TABLE VI.-Coefficienta for 60 word per minute 
teletypewriter network aectiona 

Type of network section Telegraph 
coefficient 

Carrier telegraph line section. _ • __ • _. __ •• __ 
D. C. neutral, polar, or polarential line 

section __ ------ _______________________ _ 

Local extension from a carrier telegraph 
terminal to a COQ-23403 line unit on a 
neutral basis or to a telegraph rept>ater on a 
polar or polarential basis.,..--------------

Local extension for all other cases usually encountered __________________________ _ 

NOTES 

2-4 

5-7 

5-7 

*-3 

1. eomparatively large values, possibly in excess of tbose given should 
be applied where any of the following conditions are extreme or several 
ex:lst In combination: 

(A) Lines at or somewhat above mileage limitations of table V. 
(B) Lines seriously atfected by moisture (continued rain, slush, or 

immersion). 
(C) Poor maintenance. 
(D) Excessive ground resistance, over about 200 ohms at a station or 

20 ohms at a BD-100 switchboard. 
(E) Serious Interference, such as that from powar systems, other 

communication circuiU<, static and ground potential ditfer
ences. 

2. The smaller values should be applied for favorable conditions, 
such as: 

(A) Short sections under good conditions, as In dry climates 
(B) Well maintained equipment and lines. 

3. Int~rmedlate values should be applied for average conditions. 

It is desirable to predict the quality of trans
mission on all of the possible station-to-station 
connections in a proppsed layout; Draw a lay
out tliagrai,Il and assign to each section the 
proper transmission coefficient determined from 
table VI. The overall coefficient for any station
to-station connection will be th!l sum of the net
work section coefficients of the circuit connect
ing the two stations. This overall coefficient will 
provide a direct indication of the quality of 
service that may be expected; with an overall 
coefficient of 15 a f~;equency of error of one 
character in 3,700 can be expected; with an 
overall coefficient of 20 a frequency of error of 
one character in. 500 can be expected. When the 
overall coefficient of any station-to-station con
nection exceeds the selected limit consideration 
should be given to improvement of the trans
mission capabilities of the circuit or to effec
tively breaking the circuit into two or more 

better circuits by the insertion of regenerative 
repeaters. 

Calculation of the overall coefficient for a 
station-to-station connection whose circuit con
tains regenerative repeaters involves the cal
culation of an overall coefficient for each re
peater section (regenerative repeater to regen
erative repeater, or regenerative repeater to 
terminal station). Since each regenerative re
peater r~forms and retimes the received sig
nals, the overall coe11icient of the entire station
to-station connection will be somewhat higher. 
than the highest one of the coefficients for the 
'ndividual repeater sections making up the cir
cuit. The error occurring in one section will 
be repeated by each successive regenerative re
peater as an error so we might say that the total 
number of expected errors in the entire con
nection is equal to the sum of the errors of the 
regenerative sections. Thus two regenerative 
sections each having a coefficient of 15 would 
have an expected rate of error of 2 in 3,700 char
acters (1 error in 1,850 characters). 

33. Telegraph Repeaters._ When it is desired 
to work teletypewriter circuits over longer 
ranges than those specified in table V, it is 
necessary to use either ,open copper line con
struction or to provide additional equipment 
which will repeat the telegraph signals with a 
new battery supply for each section of line. 
Utilization of Army type TG-30 and TG-31 
Non-regenerative Telegraph Repeaters operat
ing on a polar or polarential basis upon a sim
plexed, ground-return circuit will permit total 
circuit lengths of 80 miles when Telex, W -110-B 
or W-143 wire is used. Utilization of these 
repeaters on large gauge open copper lines will 
permit circuit lengths of 400 miles. 

When circuit lengt_hs exceed limits specified 
above it will be necessary to provide :r;:egenera
tive repeaters. This equipment is designed to 
receive telegraph signals within maximum per
missible distortion and reform and retransmit 
them as perfect signals. If further technical 
information is required on this subject reference 
should be made to War Department Technical 
Manual No. TM-11-486. 
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VI. STATION INSTALLATION 

34. General. Since it is entirely possible that 
no other means of CQIIllllUnication will exist 
when installing a. teletypewriter station, a. spe
cific installation procedure will be necessary. 
Unless superseded by local instructions the pro
cedures detailed in this Section should oo 
followed. 

The station or switchboard which normally 
supplies battery to the line will be designated 
control and other stations or switchboards will 
be designated · non-control. Battery for sta
tions connected to a switchboard will be supplied 
by the switchboard and battery for a series 
circuit not involving a switchboard can be sup
plied from either terminal. Battery for a 
trunk between switchboards cim be supplied 
from either terminal. Where there is a choice 
between terminals equipped with WE-255-A 
Line Relays or COQ-23403 Line Control Units 
it will be most convenient to supply battery 
from the station equipped with a. Line Control 
Unit. 

3~. Assembling the Equipment. Select a loca
cation which will provide maximum protection 
from the weather and ample room for oper
ation and maintenance of the eq1:1ipment. The' 
back of the XRT-115 table should be at least 
10 inches from the bulkhead to allow sufficient 
room to reload the machine with paper. Care
ftdly unpack the teletypewriter base, keyboard, 
motor and typing unit. Assemble these parts 
in accordance with Teletype Corporation Speci
fication S-5107. Serious. damage may result 
from careless handling or inattention to proper 
procedures. The motor pinion should be lubri
cated with a thin film of grease before the typ
ing unit is set in place. It is advisable, when 
the time interval between ma.nufacture and 
installation has been long or there is an ap
parent lack of lubricant, t9 lubricate the ma
chine in accordance with section X. If the 
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COQ-23403 Line Control Unit is to be used, 
make the wiring modification explained in par
agraph 44 before completely assembling the 
printer. 

SAFETY PRACTICES ARE IMPORTANT. ALWAYS 
MEASURE THE VOLTAGE OF A POWER SUPPLY 
BEFORE MAKING ANY CONNECTION. 

Open the hinged bottom on the electrical serv
ice assembly of the XRT-115 Table and connect 
the local a-c power supply to terminals 1 and 2. 
The "Tirex~' cord furnished with the table may 
be used for this purpose. Connect terminal 3 
of this assembly to ground through a separate 
wire. 

With the rectifier power switch in the OFF 
position open the hinged door in the cover of 
the REC-29 Rectifier (Figure 34) and make the 
following connections.. Connect the two flex
ible leads on the right hand side of the panel to 
the RECT CYCLES and MOTOR CYCLES 
terminals corrE>sponding to the frequency of the 
available power supply. Connect the· flexible 
lead on the left hand ~ide of the panel to the 
A-C INPUT VOLTAGE terminal correspond
ing to the voltage of the available power supply. 
Place the rectifier on the deck underneath the 
table. 

36. Station Set-Up, Without COQ-23403 Line 
Control U~it. Refer to figure 20 while making 
these connections. Strict adherence to the pro
cedures of the following paragraphs is neces
sary to avoid damage to the equipment. 

Plug the a-c power input cord of the recti
fier into receptable B of the electrical service 
assembly on the XRT-115 Table (figure 35), 
and operate the power switch of the rectifier 
to the ON position. Adjust the d-e output 
of the rectifier with a 600 ohm resis1!or in 
series with a suitable milliammeter connected 
across the d-e output plug of the recti-
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fier. Connect the flexible leads located near 
the top of the control panel to the RECTI
FIER TAPS (L, M, H, and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) which 

A.C. INPUT 

A.C. OUTPUT 

supply voltage should be rtchecked with a 
voltmeter and the a-c INPUT VOLTAGE con
nection changed if necessary. If the H and 5 

FIGURE 34.-Recti{ter REC-29-panel door open. 

cause the milliammeter to register a current 
flow nearest to but not less than 200 milli
amperes. If the H. and 5 terminals must be 
used to obtain this current value the power 

.FIGURE 35.-XRT-115 Table electrical service assembly. 

taps must still be used the rectifier should be 
considered unfit for use until repaired. 

With the teletypewriter motor switch in the 
OFF position plug the a-c and d-e output cords 
of the rectifier into the A and E receptacles 
and plug the a-c and d-e ~ords of the teletype
writer into the C and D receptacles respectively 
of the electrical service assembly. (See fig. 
38.) 

37. Local Test, Without C00-23403 Line Con
trol Unit. To connect the teletypewriter for 
local test insert the red and black plugs of the 
LINE cords from the machine into the TEST 
RED and BLK jacks respectively of the 
electrical service assembly. Make the opera
tions performance test as directed in para
graph 38. 

38. Operations Performance Test. This series 
of tests is designed to completely check the 
operating features of the machine. 

The sentence "THE QillCK BROWN FOX 
JUMPED OVER THE LAzy DOG'S BACK, 
1234567890" contains all the letters of the alpha
bet and the ten most commonly used upper case 
characters. It is a check of all selection proc
esses except LINE FEED, CAR RET and 
BLANK and should be memorized and used 
when a "test sentence" is specified . 
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..Jd,·a,,r,, Rm<t l'dd!tJir l'l'llcficr8 

1 . . :.llofo1'. Ch£'ck that mMor ~top fpatun• 
has not h<>£'n opt>rat<>tl. Op{•t·atP t ht> 111ot or 

switch !'eventl tinws and ob::;ern" mdtor n•
spons£'. If t.>quippe·d with remot<> motor :"top. 
check opN·at ion of this f£'ahu·(• SPYN'al t iuw~. 
Ch£'ek S}Wetl of gov£'rnt'<l motor with tun ill!! 
fork. 

2. Orh·1tfafion and .<~election. C1u.•ek tlw 
ralli!P of th£' twu:hine hy printing the letters 
"R" uud "Y" altl•t,natdy whiiP slowly moving 
tlu• t':tlll!e-fimll:'r arm toward th£' lo¥.·er Pnd of 
the scale until errors in the printing occur. 
Note th£' position of the pointer. Check the 
upper limit of the range by nioving the pointu 
toward the uppl:'r end of the scale until errors 
are printl:'d. Secure the range finder arm at the 
midpoint of these two extremes. Print the 
"test sentence" to check the selection processes. 
The range under local test conditions with a 
well a.djusted machine should be 80 points 
from 15 to 95. 

3. Figures and letters sltift alignment. 
Operate FIGS kl:'y, figure ''2'' key, l..TRS kl:'y 
and W key in sequt>nce for sevt>ral op<>rations. 
Note that the carriage shifts correetly, upper 
and lower l:'dgl:'s of the l<>ttt>rs a 11d figmt>s 
print uniformly and the charaeters line up 
evenly across tlw pagt>. 

4. Line feed. Position the linP-fl:'ed lever 
in the single line position aild operatl• LINE 
FEED key and some character key altPrnately. 
The characters ~hould be printed in a straight 
line diagona,11y across the page in single space. 
Double lint' feed should be similarly checked. 

5. Spacing. Deprl:'ss "E!pace bar" partially 
and stie that onrriagP tran•ls one ~pacP at a 
time. DPpress space bar fully and notp that 
machine repeats tlw spacing operation. Grasp 
type-bar carriage with both hands and check 
that there is practically no mownwnt {rom 
side to side betwee11 spacing rack and spacing 
gear. 

6, Carriage-return. \Vith type-bar carriagt> 
at .extreme right position operate CAR RET 
key. Carriage should return to extrt>me left 
position smoothly and quickly without hesita
tion, bouncing or jarring. Each line should 
begin directly beneath the previous line. 

7. Keyboard loek-out. Operate BLANK key 
twice. Check that keyboard is now inoperable 
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and ~EXJ>.HEC key has moY<>d to REC posi
t ion. :.\I on• k(•y to S EXD po:"it ion, detJI't>ss 
t·ltanll~l'l' aud BL.\XK kPy alteruah•ly until all 
l'hara!'!Pt's ha n• bt>Pil opprah·d. The kt•yboanl 
shottld not lock-out d111·ing this ~·qm•nct•. ThP 
chamdt•r key should h(• opt>t'ah>d tirst to lll't'
n•nt Joe king out ft·om t lw Jll't'\·ious te~t. 

H. Hiblwn l'cl'u.~t·. Oh~t'l'\'t' ribhon as it ap
proaHu•;; tlw t>lld of spool and <"hl'<'k fol' auto
mat i<" ribbon l'l'\'t•r~t'. 

\l. Niblwn o.,(·i/lation, ft>td and rtlir;nment. 
Opt>t'atP any <"hill'a<"tt•r key alHI t'lll'cl\ that rib
bon lllO\'t>s up in front tif typt> pall<•t just before 
the pallet stt·ikt•s tlw plat .. n. Try this on both 
lO\W!"and upJWr·cast• eharaders. S<-e that rib
bon r£>turns to position just -ht>low the level of 
tlw printed letter. Ribbon sliould feed later
ally so that successi,·ely operated pallets do not 
strike the ribbon in the same place. 

10. SirJnal bell. Operat~ FIGS key and then 
BELL key se\'eral times. Check that signal 
ht'll rings with. desired loudnl:'ss. 

11. Left margin. Left edge of letter "M" 
should be printed % inch (plus or minus Yt 6 
in.) from the left edge of the platen, 1~ot the 
papa edge. 

12. Right nwrgin. Check that the machine 
will print lint>s of exactly 72 charactl:'rs. The 
machine should begin to strike-o\'er, or pdnt 
in the saml:' place when the 73rd character kP): 
is depressed. 

13. Jfargin bell. Margin be]) should opt>rat<> 
illllllPdiately nftPr 66th charactPl' bas rn•en 
printed. 

39. lnsfallation of Line. Install the teletype
writer linP, protector and protector gt·otmd in 
aeeordanet• with S£'dion II of this publieation. 
If the line is ::;implt>xt>d tlw prott>ctor ground 
will not be suitable for use as a signaling 
gromHl. If the line is arranged for ground re
turn and the protector is used only for the tele
typewriter circuit the protector ground may be 
used as a signaling ground However, if a 
water pipe ground is not available the signaling 
or combination signaling and protPetor ground 
must be installPd in accordance ·.Yit h the special 
instructions of paragraph 40. 

40. Signaling Ground A good ground is of 
the utmost importance in the successful opera-
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tion of ground return teletypewriter circuits. 
A high resistance ground connection may in
trodu,ce so much resistance into the line circuit 
that proper line current canhot be obtained. 
The resistance of such a ground is easily af
fected by changes in weather thus ~aking fre
quent realignment of the circuit necessary. 

Where water systems or their equivalent are 
not nvailable, select the lowest and dampest 
site possible, preferably one near or in the bed of 
n stream, and install ground rods. Select a site 
with soil containing cinders, brine waste, min
eral snits, clay or loam. Avoid sites with frozen 
ground or with soil containing greasy waste 
material, dry sand, gravel or rock. A good sig
naling ground at the end of 200 yards of wire 
is better than a poor ground ten feet from the 
station. At the site selected dig two holes six 
inches deep and one foot in diameter separated 
by at least 10 feet. Drive a gt-ound rod into each 
hole until its top is three inches above the bot
tom of the hole. To prevent bending and whip
ping of the rod and subsequent enlargement of 
the hole, hit the rod squarely and not too hard. 
Clamp a separate wire to each rod and run them 
both back to the protector. A length of Telex 
two conductor cable may be used for this pur
pose· with one of the conductors connected, to 
<>ach ground rod. Bury the exposed ends of the 
ground rods. 
41. Testing Signaling Ground, Without COQ-
23403 line Control Unit. If there is any doubt 
that the ground is satisfactory the following 
measurement may be made. Using a nmltime
ter determine whether nny potential difference 
either a. c. or <1. c. exists between the two wires 

' -from the ground rods. If no potential ditfer-
enee exists, measure the resistance betw-een the 
two ground leads with the multimeter. If this 
resistance is less than 240 ohms the ground will 
be generally satisfactory for the operation of 
one ti>letypewriter station. 

42. Unsatisfactory Grounds. If a satisfactory 
ground cannot be obtained by the aforemen
tioned methods some of the following steps 
may prove helpful: 

1. Driv~ more ground rods at least 10 feet 
from either of the first rods or in a differ
ent location. The use of more than 6 or 7 
rods will not appreciably reduce the ground 
resistance. 

2. Dig a hole about 6 feet deep, and drive 
a ground rod, or bury old kitchen ware, tin 
ca11s, coils of bare wire, etc. in the hole. 
Make a · good electrical connection to the 
objects to be buried. Pack and wet the 
earth replaced in the hole. 

3. Dig a hole about three feet in diameter 
and one foot deep around each rod. Mix a 
strong solution of salt and water, pour into 
the hole, and allow to soak in for half an 
hour. Replace excavated earth. 

4. In frozen ground, use a rod long 
enough to reach below the frost line, or dig 
a hole below the frost line and drive the 
rod down front the bottom of the hole. Re
fill the hole immediately to prevent the 
ground freezing deeper around the rod. 

5. When sap is running in the trees, a 
satisfactory emergency ground may be ob
tained from several large spikes driveK into 
the base of a tree which has a large, deep 
root system. 

6. On coral or similar formations a sat
isfactory ground may be obtained by dig
ging a shallow excavation of relatively 
large area in the surface soil and burying 
a ground rod horizontally or burying a coil 
of ~are copper wire which has been spread 
over the bottom of the hole. The replaced 
soil should be wet and tamped. 

If none of these methods prove satisfactory it 
will probably be necessary to provide two wire 
metallic ope.ration. 
43. Line Connection, ·without COQ-23403 Line 
Control Unit. Operate the teletypewriter motor 
switch nnd the rectifier power switch to the 
OFF position. If buttery is to be supplied at 
this station strap terminal R to 1l and 9 to 12 
on the electrical service assembly of the 
XRT-115 table. If battery is not to be sup
plied at this station strap terminal 8 to 9. Con
nect the line wires from the protector to 
terminals 7 an<l 10 of this t,erminal block. 

Transfer the red plug from the TEST RED 
to the LINE RED jack. Connect a milliam
meter across terminals 7 and 8 of the electrical 
service assembly. This milliammeter is most 
readily"· connected in this circuit by equipping 
it with a spare #89438 cord terminating in a 
black shelled plug and plugging into the LINE 
llLK jnck. If this. cord is not available the 
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meter may be wired to terminals 7 and 8 and 
n. dummy bakelite plug inserted in the LINE 
BLK jack to open its short eircuifing contacts. 
Operate the power switch of the rectifier to 
the ON position. 

A deflection of the milliammeter connected 
in the line circuit will indicate that the other 
stations on the line are connected and line-up 
should be completed as explaint>d in para
graph 51. 

44. Station Setup, With_ COQ-23403 Line Con
trol Unit. Reference shall be made to fibrure 21 
while making these connections. Strict adher
ence to the procedures set up in the following 
paragraphs is necess:u·y to aYoid damage to 
the equipment. 

For operation with the line control unit 
the 'VE-255-A Rt>lay must he disconnected 
from tlw printer base circ~nit. The relay 
should he left in the print('"r base for possible 
future use of the teletypewriter on some other 
circuit where the line control unit is not used. 
At terminal 61 discomwet and tape the end of 
the green \Yire connecting to the WE-255-A 
Relay mounting. Move the yellow wire con
nt>cted to terminal 62 onto terminal 61 and 
move the white wire connected to terminal 65 
onto terminal 66. As an aid in maintennnce 
operations, the machine should be marked in 
accordance with an acceptable local practice in 
the following manner: 

"Modified for use with COQ-23403 Linr 
Control Unit. or BD-100 Switehhoard." 

It is desirable to locate the line control unit 
on the right side of the table and at a height 
conYenient for manipulation of the controls. 

Plug the a-c power output, a~c power input, 
and d-e power output cords of the reetifier, the 
a-c power input cord of the teletypewriter and 
the d-e power input cord" of the line control 
unit into the A, B, E, C, and D receptacles 
respectively of the electrical service assembly. 
Then turn the rectifier power switch to ON. 

Operate the METER key on the Line Con
trol Unit to the VOLTS position. Adjust the 
d-e output voltage of the rectifier by connect
ing the flexible leads located near the· top of 
the control panel to the RECTIFIER TAPS 
(L, M, H, and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) which cause the 
Ill il1i1\mmeter needle to register nearest to the 
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center rt>d mark on the scalt> ( 115 volts). If 
the H and 5 terminals must he used to n•nch 
this adjustment the power supply voltagt> 
should be rechecked with an a-c ,·oltmeter and 
the input tap connections changt>d if necessar·y. 
If the Hand 5 taps must still be usf'd the recti
fier should be considered unfit for use until 
'repaired. "rith correct polarity of the d-e 
supply the voltmeter should read to the right 
of zero. 

45. Local Test, With COQ-23403 Line Control 
Unit. To connect the teletypewriter for local 
test turn the Hne rheofltat of the line control 

·unit as far as it will go in a counter-clockwise 
direction (IN position), and comwct. a short 
circuit across the LINE and GROUND ter
minals of the line control unit. Open the 
door in the front of the line control unit, 

FIGuru; 36.-COQ-23403 Line Control Unit-Front 
door open. 

(Figure 36), and operate the switches to 
LOCAL CURRENT SUPPLY and RELAY 
IN CIRCUIT positions. Plug the red and 
black plugs of the teletypewriter line cords 
into the RED and BLACK jacks of the line 
control unit. Using the line rheo.~tat adjust 
the line current to 60 milliamperes. 
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Recheck and if necessary readjust the voltage 
of the d-e rectifier output as explained in 
paragraph 44. 

Operate the teletypewriter motor switch to 
the ON position and send repeated space sig
nals. Operate the METER key of the Line 
Control Unit to the BIAS position and adjust 
the bias of the line relay by turning the adjust
ing knob on the front of the WU 41-C Relay 
until the milliamn1eter needle vibrates at zero. 

CAUTION: Do not operate the METER key of 
the Line Relay Unit to the BIAS position unless 
repeated space signals are being transmiHed. 

Make the operations performance test as di
rected in paragrnph 38. The range obtainable 
on the orientation and selection test should ap
proach 15 to 95 on the range finder index scale 
with the switch on the line control unit in 
either the RELAY IN CIRCUIT or RELAY 
OUT OF CIRCUIT position. 

46. Installation of Line and Ground, With COQ-
23403 Line Control Unit. Install and connect 
line and signal ground as described in para
graphs 39 and 40. The test of the ground should 
be made with the line control unit. Turn the 
teletypewriter n1otor switch to the OFF posi
tion. 'Vith the short circuiting wire connected 
between LINE and GROUND terminals of the 
line control unit and its switches in the 
LOCAL CURRENT SUPPLY and RELAY 
IN CIRCUIT positions, check that the meter 
indicates a 60 n1illiampere current. Remove the 
short circuit fron1 the LINE and GND ter
D1inals and connect the two wires from the 
ground rods to these terminals. A current of 
n1ore than 40 milliamperes measured on the 
meter of the line control unit indicates a 
satisfactory ground (less than 240 ohms) for 
signalling purposes. If the ground is unsatis
factory, proceed as explained in paragraph 42. 

47. Line Connection, With COQ-23403 Line 
Control Unit. Caution: Strict adherence to the 
following methods of connecting the line are 
necessary to evoid damage to the Line Control 
Unit Meter. Turn the line rheostat of the 
line control unit in a counterclockwise direc
tion to the IN position and operate the line cur
rent switch to the DISTANT CURRENT 
SUPPLY position. Connect the line and 

ground wires to the LINE and GND terminals 
respectively. If this is a control station, operate 
the line current switch to the LOCAL CUR
RENT SUPPLY position. A meter deflection 
will indicate that the other stations on the line 
are connected, and line-up as explained in para
graph 48 can be completed. 

48. Station Alignment. At all non-control sta
tions having COQ-23403 Line Control Units, 
the line and ground connections shall be re
versed, if necessary, to keep current indications 
to the left of the zero point on the meter and 
the line rheostats shall be turned in a clockwise 
direction to the OUT position. 

Operate all teletype motor switches at all 
stations to the ON position, as soon as there is 
sufficient current flow to prevent running open. 
If, at non-control stations having WE-255-A 
Relays, the line current exceeds 35 milliamperes 
and the machines run open, reverse the line and 
ground connections at terminals 7 and 10 of the 
electric service assen1bly. 

When the millian1n1eter at the control station 
has ren1ained at a n1axin1Un1 deflection for an 
appreciable tin1e, the line rheostat at this sta
tion should be adjusted to provide a current flow 
of as near to .75 n1illian1peres as is possible. If 
all of the rwn-control stations on the line are 
equipped with WE--255-A Line Relays this ad
justD1ent should be 60 n1illian1peres. The con
trol station should then send a ten second break. 

The rwn-eontrol station electrically most dis
tant fron1 the control station and equipped with 
a COQ-23403 Line Control Unit, shall apjust 
its line rheostat to provide a current of as 
near 60 n1illian1peres as is possible. At any 
stations on the circuit equipped with WE--
255--A Relays, record the n1eter reading after 
the line current becon1es steady, disconnect 
the n1illian1n1eter fron1 the line circuit and shift 
the black plug fron1 the TEST BLK to the 
LINE BLK jack. The n1ost distant non-wn
trol station should wait a suitable tin1e interval 
to allow the other stations on the circuit to 
n1easure line current, then transn1it repeated 
space signals. 

The con.trol station should utilize the repeated 
space signals for adjusting line relay bias 
(COQ-23403 Line Control Unit or BD-100 
Switchboard) and then should send a ten second 
break signal. The non-oontrol station should 
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stop sending repeated space signals when this 
break is received. 

Bias adjustment is accomplished at a station 
using a COQ-23403 Line Control Unit by oper
ating the METER key to the BIAS position 
while repeated space signals are being received 
and adjusting spring tension of the WU-41C 
Relay until the meter needle vibrates at zero. 

Caution: Do not operate the METER key of the 
Line Relay Unit to the BIAS position unless re
peated space signals are being transmiHed. 

The control station should send repeated space 
signals to permit measurement and adjustment 
of line relay bias at non-control stations 
equipped with COQ-23403.Line Control Units. 
Each non-control station in order electrically 
from the control station should, if necessary, 
adjust its line relay bias and then send a ten 
second break. 

·when the control station has received a break 
for each non-control station on the circuit, he 
will stop sending repeated space signals and 
transmit repeated RY signals. Each non-con
trol station should receive several lines of this 
copy without error and measure the orientation 
range of the machine. In orde~ of electrical 
distance from the control, each station should 
then send a ten second break signal and imme
diately follow the break by CAR-RET, LINE 
FEED, "Red OK, line current reads ____ , in-
stallers initial," then CAR-RET, LINE 
FEED and one line of repeated RY's. The 
control station should continue to send repeated 
RY;s to each station until the most distant sta
tion on the line has sent an "OK" and then take 
a range on the repeated RY signals from one 
of the non-control stations. 

The range obtained at stations equipped with 
WE-255-A Line Relays should be at least 40 
points. Any lower range indicates the need 
of a COQ-23403 'Line Control Unit. As an 
emergency measure when the line control unit 
is not obtainable a Teletype Corp. set of parts 
No. 107152 or a 6000 ohm, 7 watt variable re
sistor may be connected in the biasing circuit of 
the WE-255-A Relay to provide a means of 
correcting for signal bias. 

When the station has been completely in
stalled, close the hinged bottom of the electrical 
service assembly and place the rectifier on the 
shelf of the table. 
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49. Line-Up Under Conditions of Line Leakage 
or Excessive Resistance. Inability to obtain a 
line current of sixty milliamperes at the control 
station indicates excessive line resistance for 
proper operation with one battery supply. In
ability to obtain a line current of sixty milli
amperes at the non-control station, after proper 
adjustment at the control station, indicates a 
line leakage condition. 

When either of the above conditions is en
countered and no other means of communication 
between the station locations is available, a 
line-up should be attempted with one battery 
supply even with improper current flow. This 
lin~-up should be carried at least to the point 
where communication is possible to permit 
passing of information between the stations. 

If the difference between the line current 
readings at a control and non-control station is 
more than five milliamperes line leakage shall 
be considered excessive. When an indication 
of serious line leakage is present, the proper 
procedure i,s to eliminate the leakage condition 
as explained in paragraph 65. On an emergency 
basis it is probable that satisfactory operation 
of the circuit can be obtained by the use of 
two series aiding battery supplies in the loop. 

The control station, on a determination of 
either type of trouble, shall notify the elec
trically most distant station that two battery 
supplies will be necessary and that he is adjust
ing his line rheostat to provide maximum re
sistance. The non-control station which is to 
supply the series aiding battery shall cut in all 
of his line resistance and then proceed to con
nect his station to supply series aiding battery. 
At a station equipped with a WE--255-A Relay, 
this shall be accomplished by removing the strap 
between terminals 8 and 9 of the electric service 
assembly and strapping terminals 8 to 11 and 9 
to 12 on this assembly. At a station equipped 
with a COQ-23403 Line Control Unit, a series 
aiding battery may be connected by reversing 
the connections of the line and ground wires 
at the LINE and GND binding posts and op
er~ting the line current switch to the LOCAL 
CURRENT SUPPLY position. The line milli
ammeter under this condition will give an in
dication to the right of zero. 

The line-up procedure detailed in paragraph 
48 shall then be followed to complete the in
stallation of the circuit. 



VII. INSTALLATION OF THE BD-100 SWITCHBOARD 

50. Choice of Location. In the usual case the 
location of the BD-100 Switchboard will be 
determined by the centralized position of the 
other communications equipment-rtldio, tele
phone, etc.-and the facilities made available 
for that equipment should be satisfactory for 
the BD-100 Switchboard. Should the occasion 
arise to est-ablish the switchboard alone, several 
considerations should be kept in mind. A dry 
location under cover is essential. The operator 
will require light to operate the board, and for 
this reason consideration should be given to 
blackout security. A source of 110 volt, 50-65 
cycle power capable of delivering about 500 
watts is required for operatio.Q of one switch
board and should be conveniently available. 
Three switchboards in multiple will require 
about 1,000 watts. 

51. Power Supply. It is expected that 60 cycle, 
110 volt a-c wijl be available at most Navy shore 
installations. Ordinarily, therefore, the RA-
43-B Rectifier will be used to furnish the neces
sary power for the BD-100 Switchboard. A 
source of alternating power, in conjunction with 
the RA-43-B Rectifier, should always be used 
in preference to a source of direct cunent power. 

The teletypewriter motors supplied are usu
ally not suitable for d-e operation and should 
be replaced with a proper type when d-e is 
used. In using a d-e power source it is very 
important that the grounded side of the switch
board be connected to the grounded side of the 
power system. Therefore, where the negative 
side of the power system is grounded the switch
board power leads must be reversed. This will 
mean that readings of voltage, current and 
marking bias at the switchboard meter will be 
to the left instead of to the right, and, at each 
station, curr«:>nt readings will be to the right, 
thus cr«:>ating a degree of confusion during main
tenanc«:> and alignment operations. 

52. SeHing Up the E,quipment. During ship
ment the BD-100 Switchboard is contained 
within its own table (fig. 37). To set up the 
switchboard proc«:>ed as follows: 

FIGURE 37.-Switchboord BD-100 packed tor 
transportation. 

Pull out the two horizontal foot extensions 
from the retainers along the bottom side braces 
of the table. Each foot extension is latched 
with a small circular button which springs into 
a hole in the side of the extension retainer. 
Push in this button until it disengages the hole. 
Grasp the back angle of the foot and pull it 
out until the bottom engages thfl second hole in 
the retainer. Loosen the two wing nuts on 
either side of the bottom of the switchboard 
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sufficiently to release the hooks which clamp 
the switchboard to the table. Lift the table up 
and off the switchboard and place it in the 
selected location. At least 30 inches of work
ing space should be provided between bulkhead 
and the rear of the switchboard. Operation in 
the field has shown that there is a tendency of 
the foot extensions to be bent and warped out 
of shape if the switchbMrd is operated with 
them in the extended position. The added 
support and stability which might be expected 
from the feet in the extended position is short 
lived, so it is recommended that they be re
turned to the retracted position and the switch
board table be bolted to the deck. Bolt holes 
are provided in the foot extensions and these 
should be at the front of the switchboard. 
Place the switchboard squarely on the table. 
Engage the two eyebolts and hooks on the bot
tom of the switchboard with the tops of the 
square holes in the plates on the sides of the 
table. Tighten the wing nuts so that the 
switchboard is attached firmly to the table. 
Unhook the front and rear covers and remoYe 
them by pulling outwnrd and lifting off the 
pins on the switchboard .. 

Assemble the operator's printer in accord
ance with the instructions of paragraph 35. 
The operator's printer should be located to 
the left of and at an angle to the switchboard 
so that the keyboard and the face of .the switch
board are within convenient reach of the opera
tor. The REO 29 Rectifier and the COQ-23403 
Line Control Unit normally supplied with the 
station equipment are not required.- Discon
nect the WE-255-A Relay from the printer 
base as directed in paragraph 44. Plug the 
11-c and d-e cords of the teletypewriter into the 
C and D receptacles respectively of the electric 
service assembly. 

To protect operating personnel from. shock 
and to reduce the possibility of interference in 
radio and telephone circuits, a ground wire from 
a separate connection on the water-pipe ground 
or from a separate ground rod should be con
nected to the No. 3 terminal of the XRT-115 
'l'able.· Also place a wire between the No. 3 ter
minal of the table and a connection on the cover 

:the RA--48-B Rectifier. 
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Remove the RA -43-B Rectifier (Figure 38) , 
from ita case and place in a position convenient 
to the switchboard and printer. Open the cab
inet door, rE>move packing from the tuhes, check 

FIGURE 38.-RA-43-B Rectifier cover removed. 

that a lead is connected to the 230 volt tap on 
the terminal strip at the right of the control 
panel. 

Close the Rectifier door, plug the Rectifier 
into a 50 to 65 cycle a-c supply, operate the 
power switch and circuit breaker to the ON posi
tions and the voltmeter switch to the a-c posi
tion. The meter will read voltages up to 300 
volts under this condition but the scale reading 
must be multiplied by two. Record power 
supply voltage and turn power switch to OFF. 

Connect the Rectifier internally for the power 
supply voltage in accordance with table VII. 

TABLE VII.-RA-43-B Rectifier connectiona 

Operation 

I Power supply voltage 

80-100 11()()-1251200--250 
volts volts volts ___________ , ___ , __ , ___ _ 

Remove wire from 230 terminal 
and connect to 115 terminal_ -j Yes I Yes I No 

Operate a-c vQltage switch to 
80--100 position _____________ Yes No No 

Operate a-c voltage switch to 
1()()-125 position ___________ _I No I Yes I Yes 

Caution: Never operate redifter with the a-c 
voltage switch in the "80-100" position when 
the line voltage is above 100. 
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Operate the power switch and circuit breaker 
to the ON position, allow one or two minutes 
for the,time delay switch to operate, then oper
ate the voltmeter key to d-e and adjust the d-e 
output with the d-e VOLTAGE adjusting screw 
to 115 volts. The upper electrode of the neon 
tube should glow. If this is not the case re
move tube and tu:r:n 180° in its socket. Read
justment of the d-e output voltage of the Rec
tifier will then be necessary. Operate the power 
switch to OFF. 
53. Local Line-Up Procedure. (Refer to Figure 
39.) After the equipment has been set into 
place it should be lined up fer operation accord-

. ing to the following procedure. Turn all line 
rheostats to midposition (arrows pointing 
straight up), and remove all cords and plugs 
from switchboard jacks. Operate METER key 
to VOLTAGE position. Press all ANSWER 
buttons to restore LINE OPEN buttons, then 
press ANSWER REL button. Press LINE 
CURRENT REL button. Operate all line bat
tery switches to up position (LINE CURRENT 
SUPPLIED BY SWITCHBOARD). It is 
important that local relays he adjusted for zero 
bias with line current switches operated to LINE 
CURRENT SUPPLIED BY SWITCH
BOARD; an erroneous zero bias adjustment 
of the local relays will be obtained with the 
line battery switches operated to LINE CUR
RENT SUPPLIED BY DISTANT STA
TION. Turn the biasing knobs of all line re
lays to the extreme mark (clockwise) position, 
(Caution: Do not force knobs) then turn each 
back toward the spacing position (counter
clockwise) one full turn. Check that teletype
writer motor switch is in OFF position. 

Connect the ( + ) spade terminal (white 
wire) of the switchboard power cord to the 
( + ) terminal of the switchboard and the (-) 
spade terminal (black wire) to the ( - ) ter
minal of the switchboard. Plug the switch
board ·power cord into the rectifier and operate 
rectifier POWER switch to ON. Allow one 
or two minutes for the rectifier to heat and 
check that all switchboard line lamps are 
lighted. Replace any lamps or fuses that are 
burned out. Check for meter indication to the 
right of ~ero (Note: exception for negative 
grounded power supply) ; if meter reads to left, 
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tur11 off the power and check the d-e power 
connections at the switchboard. Make final 
d-e voltage adjustment to 115 volts. Operate 
all LINE OPEN keys; the signal lights should 
be extinguished by this operation. 

Connect the spade terminals of the "Tirex" 
cord furnished with the XRT-115 Table, to 
terminals 4 and 5 of the electric service assem
bly. Plug this cord into the rectifier 115 VOLT 
AC PRINTER receptable or other 115 volt, 50 
or 60 cycle a-c power source. Plug the red and 
black plugged line cords of the teletypewriter 
into the RED and BLK OPERATOR'S 
PRINTER jacks of the switchboard. To con
nect the operator's printer to multipled boards 
patch the RED and BLK OPERATOR'S 
PRINTER jacks of the second board to the 
RED and BLACK MULTIPLE jacks of the 
first board, and connect the d-e switchboard 
power cord of the second board into the con
venience outlet on the first board. 

Operate the operator's printer motor switch 
to ON then adjust the bias of the local relay 
of each line in the following manner: Patch 
the BIAS METER jack to the LOCAL BIAS 
MEASUREMENT jack. The line lamp 
should light. Operate ANSWER key: the line 
lamp should go out. Transmit repeated space 
signals 'from the operator's printer, operate the 
METER key to the BIAS position and adjust 
the bias of the local relay until a zero meter 
reading is obtained. Restore the METER key 
to the VOLTAGE position, r.elease the space 
bar on the operator's printer, operate ANS 
REL key, operate LINE OPEN key and the 
line lamp should light. Remove the patch cord 
from the LOCAL BIAS MEASUREMENT 
jack thus extinguishing the line lamp. 

Caution: Do not operate the METER key to.the 
BIAS position unless repeated space signals are 
being transmitted. 

54. Local Test of OjJerator's Printer. The TEST 
jacks of the XRT-115 Tabte are inoperative at 
the operator's printer and special provi:.:im1 
must be made to permit an operations perform
ance test. The LINE and GND terminals of 
the No. 10 line should be short circuited and 
the line current adjusted to 60 milliamJWres 
with the line rheostat. '\Vlwn tlw line is not 
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in use for actual testing the line current switch • 
should be operated to LINE CURRENT SUP
PLIED BY DISTANT STATION to prevent 
needless drain on the power source and unneces
sary heating of the line rheostat. To make 
the Operations PerfOT1rWince Test operate the 
line current switch to LINE CURRENT SUP
PLIED BY SWITCHBOARD, opl'rate the 
ANSWER key of the test line and proceed with 
the test as explained in paragraph 38. When 
the test is completed opN·ate the ANS REL 
key and restore the line currl'nt key to LINE 
CURRENT SUPPLIED BY DISTANT STA
TION. If less than the complement of ten 
lines is to be connected to the switchboard this 
test line should be left as just arranged and the 
designation strip should be marked "Test Line". 

55. Signaling Ground. The importance of a 
good signaling ground has been discussed in 
the section on station installation and the state
ments made there apply with multiplied force 
since the switchboard serves ten lines, all of 
which may be ground return. The ground 
should be installed in accordance with instruc
tions found in paragraph 40 and tested accord
ing to the following instructions. 

If a single ground is used, such as a water 
pipe or any number of ground rods connected 
as one grormd the resistance should be checked 
by the following methods. Connect the signal
ling ground to its terminal on the switchboard. 
Connect one ground return line and adjust the 
line current to 60 milliamperes. (Depress the 
LINE CURRENT key associated with the line 
and operate the METER key to LINE CUR
RENT to measure the current.) Connect a sec
ond ground return line and adjust the line cur
rent to 60 milliamperes. Again measure the line 
current in the first line. Observe the change of 
line current in the first line caused by the inser
tion and removal of one plug of a patch cord 
in the lower line jack of the second line. If the 
current decreases less than 1.5 milliamperes 
when the plug is removed from the second line, 
the ground is a good one and its resistance is 
less than 30 ohms. If the current change is more 
than 2.5 milliamperes, the ground is poorer, 
about 60 ohms, but will probably give satisfac
tory service. A current change of four milli
amperes is just about the limit of operation (90 

ohms ground), and under these conditions it 
will probably be difficult to maintain the line 
current and the relay bias adjustments. A de
crease of 20 milliamperes indicates a ground 
resistance of about 600 ohms and is unusable 
except for a single ground return line. 

If all the lines are already connected to the 
board, the measurement may be made without 
disconnecting any of the lines. To do so, con
nect all but two ground-return lines into a con
ference circuit and insert one end of a extra 
patch cord into the remaining lower line jack 
of the conference connection; this will open the 
circuit of all the lines in the conference network, 
effectively leaving in the switchboard circuit 
only the two lines to be tested. Open the circuit 
of the second line to be tested by inserting one 
plug from another patch cord in the lower line 
jack and proceed with the test just d4lscribed. 

'Vhere two or more ground rods are used and 
separate leads are brought to the switchboard 
from two rods or groups of rods, their ground 
resistance may be measured before any station 
is connected. The following method may be 
used. Connect one ground lead to the switch
board ground terminal. Turn the line rheostat 
of an unused line circuit fully counter-clockwise 
and connect the other ground lead to the line 
terminal of the unused line. Place a short cir
cuiting wire between this line terminal and the 
associated ground terminal. Adjust the line 
current through this short circuit to 60 milli
amperes. Connect any line circuits iii use into 
a conference circuit and insert one end of a 
patch cord into the remaining lower line jack to 
open the conference circuit. Observe the test 
line current and remove the short-circuiting 
wire. If the current decreases less than 3.5 mil
liamperes the ground is good and has a resist
ance of about 30 ohms or less. If the current 
decreases 6.5 milliamperes the ground resistance 
is about 60 ohms and is not an especially good 
one but will probably provide satisfactory op
eration. If the current decreases 12 milliam
peres or more the ground resistance is· greater 
than 120 ohms and is a poor ground. Having 
completed the test, replace the two ground leads 
on the switchboard ground terminal. 

For methods of improving an unsatisfactory 
signalling ground consult paragraph 42. 
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56. Line-Up With Stations on D-C Wire Circuits. 
Bl•f<•re attempting a lin<'-Hp. :--onw ]>l't'aJTnnge<l 
system of ~ignais and procetlnre should be 
agreed upon or ordcn•tl. The :following plan 
is sug-gested nnd ~hould be HSe<lunll•ss ot hl't'wi,:e 
ordered. This procedure will apply wh<'rc~tdP
typewrih•r f-<lations or other BD-100 Switeh
boards nrc eotmccte<l to the switchbonrd directly 
hY "·it·p lim•s (operat inl! eitlwr ground-retnm 
or fnllllwtallic). For the lltt>thod of lining-up 
ci1·cuits :from carrier telf'g-raph Pquipnwnt to 
th<' switchboard see parnl!rnph :17. 

Tlw BD-100 Switchboard will aet as control 
for all station circuits connccte<l to it. EithPt' 
of the tl'rminat ing switchboards may be desig
natecl as tiw control·:for intt>rcouneding trunk 
circuits. Line battery is always furnislwd by 
t I•<' eontrol point. The d-e power connections 
to BI>-100 Switchboards fllVl to COQ-23403 
Li1w Control Units should always be poled so 
that Yoltag<' reads to the right of zero on the 
metl'r. 

It is expres,.Jy undesirable to :furnish seriP:-
aidinp: bath•t·y from two BD-100 Switchboard,: 
to an intPt'comwctinl! trunk. To do so require,.; 
the re\·ersal, of the power counedionii at one of 
the switchboards. .\scan readily be seen, sueh 
a ren•rsal of power will cause :1 rcYersal of cnr
rcnt in all lines sern~d by that switehbonrd. 
~fon•owr, if a station comwcte<l to that ~witch
board hnd hPPn insta1led in accor<l:mce with 
these in~trudions and the liBP control unit 
power switch W£>re accidentally op('rated to 
LOCAL CURREXT SUPPLY n hl•nt switeh
hoar<lBwter 1W£>tlk might l'l•sult. This daug<>r, 
the maintN1nnce confusion caused by the rt•
n•r:::ed line current nn~l the pl)~:-:ible incrensed 
distortion occasioned b~· the usc of two lint> 
battery sources crentcs a very undesirable con
ditiou. It is impossible to furnish series"aiding 
battery from two points using the same primary 
source of d-e pow£>r. 

Furtlwr instruction in this paragraph nssumt>s 
thnt local line-up of the switchboard hns been 
completed and that all keys h:n·e been left as 
last directed. 

The general procedure of the line-up is to 
connect the lin£>, ntljnst the 1ine current, adju,.;t 
the switchboard line relay bias and adjust the 
station line relay binF:cs. The process is eo-
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ordinat<'d by means of brea.J..· signals between 
the stations being lined up. 

For lining-up a BD-100 which is a control 
for one or more stations on a line the following 
details will apply. .At all non-control stations 
haYing COQ-~;3-!03 Line Control Units the line 
and gt·~nHHl connections should be re\'l'rsed if 
necc~<sary to k<'ep current indication to the l<'ft 
of the zero point on the meter aml the line rhe
ostats shouhllw turned in a cloekwi~c direction 
to the OUT position. The line shouta be con
nectt>d to the swiichbonrd line terminal; the line 
lamp will light \Yiwn the distant statiqn is con
ll('efe<l. During the time thQt emmPdion o'f the 
line i,.; lwing made at the tl•rminal operate the 
line ctwrt>nt switeh to LINE CUUREX'f SUP
PLIED BY DI~T.\NT STATION. Dept·t•,:s 
LINE CURUENT key and operate Ml~TEU 
kPy to LINE CURRENT position. Wlll'n the 
)IETEH hns remained at a maximum d~·flt>dion 
for an appredable time adjust the line rlu:o~:dat 
:for line current as near 75 milliamperes as is 
possibh•, or. if 110 stat ion on the litH• i,_ P<pti ppL•d 
with a COQ,-23-!03 Line Control Fnit, adjust 
for a line enrrent of GO milliampt>rt'S. \Vith the 
operator's prinh•r motor switdt ON, press 
..:\X~WER button nnd sNHl a ten second break 
~ignal. The stat ion most <listnnt (']pet rically 
from the Switchboard and ('<Iuiplwtl with a 
COQ-23403 Line Control Unit will t ht•n adjm;t 
its line rl1eo8fat to proYicll•. a <'UITPnt of as n<>:lr 
GO milliamper<'s as i§ possible awl transmit re
peated space signals to imlicate that liJH• cur
rent is adjusted. 

The line rday at the Switchboard should be 
adjusted while rt'cei,·ing the repeatt>Cl spa<'PS. 
Patch from the JH..:\S )JETER jaek to the 
LO"'EH PATCIIIXG ,T.\C'K awl op<·rnte the 
)JETER key to BIAS. Adjust the proper 
lin(' relay for a zPro bias indication on the 
meter. Opemte )JETER key to I. .. INE CUR
RENT, remove hins meter end of patch cord, 
wait ten seconds and remoYe the 1ine jnek end 
of the cord. The ten !'econd delay will trans
mit a breal.; to the line. 

Send repl'a ted spncrs from the opPrator's 
printer to permit measurl'llwnt and adjustnwnt 
of bias at stations equipped with COQ-23403 
Line Control Units. Each station, in order of 
electrical distance from the switchboard~ should 
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send a ten second break to indicate completion 
of the adjustment al)d readiness to complete the 
line-up. 

When the switchboard has received a break 
for each station on the circuit, he should stop 
sending repeated space signals and transmit al
ternately the letters "R" and "Y". After re
ceiving several lines of RY's correctly each sta
tion in order as above, should send a ten second 
break signal, CAR-RET, LINE FEED, the 
words "RCD OK, LINE. CURRENT .METER 
READS ----," then the installer's initials fol
lowed by CAR-RET, LINE FEED and one line 
of repeat~d RY's. The current and installer's 
initials should be made a part of the permanent 
record of the switchboard installation. The 
Switchboard should continue to send repeated 
RY's to each station until the most distant sta
tion has sent an OK. 

In aligning a trunk between two BD-100 
Switchboards a similar procedure will apply. 
The control (battery supplying) switchboard 
will proceed as is directed for the switchboard 
aboye, and the non-control switchboard will 

proceed as though it were a station in the 
above line-up. 
51. Line-Up With Carrier Telegraph Terminal. 
The local line-up should be completed and all 
switches and keys left as last directed. Con
nect the line from the carrier equipment to the 
switchboard. ·The carrier attendant should 
have his line rheostat adjusted for all resist
ance in. At the switchboard, press LINE 
CURRENT button. Operate METER key to 
LINE CURRENT position. Adjust line 
rheostat for a current of 60 milliamperes. 
Send repeated space signals to allow the carrier 
attendant to adjust his relay for zero bias; 
await ten second break signal from the carrier 
attendant which will indicate that he has made 
his adjustment. Stop sending repeated spaces. 

The carrier attendant should notify the 
switchboard operator as soon as the carrier 
terminals are lined-up. At that time the 
switchboard and the distant station should ex
change repeated spaces and adjust their 
respective line relays. 
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VIII. LINE AND STATION EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 

58. General. The maintenance of teletype
writer equipment is of two general classes: 
preventive and corrective. Preventh·e main
tenance is a routine of systematic inspection, 
cleaning, lubrication and adjustment. It is an 
effort to locate and correct possible troubles 
before they have caused serious damage or 
failure of the ~quipment. Corrective main
tenance is the process of restoring to operation 
that equipment which has failed. 

Of the two types of p1aintenance, preventive 
is the. more desirable. It is less costly in time, 
effort; money and mat€l"ial. Because it may be 
done at an opportune time and without undue 
rush or pressure it encourages more thorough 
work and· materially reduces the loss of operat
ing time. It should be the objective of each 
repair facility to keep corrective p1aintenance 
at a minimum by strict adherence to a routine 
schedule of preventive maintenance. 
59. Personnel. Two classes of personnel will 
be directly associated with the operation and 
maintenance of teletypewriter system installa
tions: operating, whose duties include the actual 
handling of lllessages, and maintendmce, whose 
duties include all of "t;h~ work necessary to 
maintain efficient functioning of the equipment. 
The training of these two types of personnel is 
distinctly different and to provide an efficient 
field organization a clear definition of the 
duties of each group is required. Qualified 
teletype technicians should perform all main
tenance and repair work on the equipment. 

Operating personnel should be instructed to 
perform the following duties daily: 
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1. Thoroughly dust the exterior of all 
equipment. 

2. Check line current at each station 
equipped with a· COQ--=-234.03 Line Control 
Unit~and on each line at a BD-100 Switch
board. Arrange, if necessary, with con
trol station for readjustment. 

3. Measure signal bias and correct bias 
adjustment of the line relay at each sta
tion equipped with a COQ-23-103 Line 
Control Unit. 

4. Measure signal bias and correct the 
bias adjustment of each working line at a 
BD-100 Switchboard. 

5. Measure rectifier voltage at each sta
tiou equipped with a COQ-23403 Line 
Control Unit or a BD-100 Switchboard 
and if out of limits refer· to maintenance 
personnel for adjustment. 

6. Replace burned out fuses. Repeated 
failure of fuses should be referred to the 
maintenance organi~ation. 

7. Replace burned out signal lamps at 
BD-100 Switchboards. 

60. Records. Efficient maintenance of tele
typewriter equipment will be aided consider
ably by a complete, up-to-date set of records. 
There is no prescribed form for these records 
and they may be varied to meet the individual 
situation. They may take the form of file 
cards, looseleaf binders or ledger books. The 
record should contain useful insta11ation and 
maintenance data. The following is suggested 
as information which will be helpful to the 
maintenance man. 

IW>tallation data. Location of equipment, 
station call letters, type of €quipment; details 
of the individual machine (such as remote 
motor control, use of line relay, receiving only, 
etc.), type of power supplied, . type of signal 
line circuit, route of lines, location of battery 
source, date installed, hours of operation per 
day, most convenient maintenance time, phone 
number at the location of the equipment, and 
any other pertinent information which may be 
of value. If signal lines also are maintained by 
the organization it will be desirable to include 
pair and cable diagrams, ·location of cross
connection boxes, types of wire and cable used. 
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Maintenance hi~tory.-For routine inspec
tions-date of inspection, whethu partial or 
complete inspection, units inspected, parts re
placed and reason for replacing, range of 
'printer on l~al test, range of printer on signal 
line and initials of person making the in
spection. For trouble visits-date, trouble re
ported, trouble found, corrective measures, 
range of machine on local test, range of ma
chine on signal line and initials of repairman. 

.A valuable supplement to the~ records is an 
Inspection Chart large enough to list all the 
stations which are maintained by the organiza
tion ·and ruled ,"vith spaces for entering the 
schedule of inspection visits for each station. 
Such a chart placed in a conspicuous place on 
the bulkhead of a repair shop will serve as a 
convenient reminder of those machines which 
are in need of inspection. It is desirable to 
mark off the visits as they are made so that 
the status of any machine may be determined 
at a glance. 

A monthly ip.spection of the malintenance 
records by the officer-in-charge of the facility 
will Pt:ove useful in establishing an indication 
of the effectiveness of thf. maintenance program 
and organization. Proportionately large num
bers of corrective maintenance visits at a station 
should be analyzed to determine whether the 
preventive maintenance schedule is ineffective, 
whether some of the corrective maintenance 
visits could have been prevented by better 
analysis on the first visit or whether some special 
efforts should be initiated on the line or equip
ment involved. Each station requiring two or 
more corrective maintenance visits within a two 
week period should be brought to the attention 
of the officer-in-charge. 

It will be found convenient for the repair
man to carry a small notebook for entering in a. 
rough fashion the required data on inspection or 
repair visits. This information should be tran
scribed .to the permanent record immediately 
upon return from the visit. 

\ 
61. Inspection Routines. Suggested mainte-
nance schedules for the teletypewriter are based 
on operation throughout the 24 hours of a day. 
On this basis machines should be routined once 
every 10 days, once a month and once every six 

months. The semiannual routine will substi
tute for the monthly routine when it occurs and 
the monthly routine will substitute for every 
third ten day routine. Where the daily oper
ating period is less than 24 hours the period of 
the shortest routine may be lengthened to pro
vide for one routine every 250 operating hours, 
and the suggested monthly routine may occur 
after 750 operating hours. Every machine, 
regardless of usage, should be thoroughly ron
tined semi-annually . 

'Where transportation and replacement equip
ment are available it is advantageous to perform 
the monthly and semi-annual routines at there
pair shop. 'Vitb proper scheduling the main
tena.nce will provide a very useful back log of 
shopwork; moreover, parts, cleaning material 
and lubricants are always at hand. 

Table VIII is offered as a guide to the main
tenance items which should be performed on the 
:M-15 Teletypewriter at each routine visit. It 
is not intended that this chart be considered 
inflexible but rather as a minimum operation 
which should be expanded or varied to suit the 
particular field requirements. 
62. Disconnecting Machine From Line. At any 
standard station equipments including the BD-
100 Switchboard the :M-15 Teletypewriter can 
be removed from its associated line circuit 
without interruption t~ service on the other 
machines in the system. This is done by re
moving the red and black plugged transmitting 
and receiving cords. from the RED and BLK 
jacks at the XRT-115 table, COQ-23403 Line 
Control Unit. or BD-100 Switchboard. The 
necessary circuit closure is provided by short 
circuiting contacts on all of these jacks. Do ~ot 
work on a machine at a station loca,tion without 
first removing the machiite from the line as just 
explained. If battery for test purposes is re
quired the machin~ may be connected for local 
test as explained in paragraph 63. Do not work 
on an Operator's Printer when the ANSWER 
key of any working .line is depressed. 

If it becomes necessary to work qn the line 
circuit of an XRT-115 Table or on a COQ..., 
23403 Line Control Unit other precautions will 
be necessary to prevent any appreciable service 
interruption. 
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Table Vlll.-PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE CHART, M-15 TELETYPEWRITER 
10 DAYS OR 250 OPERATING HOURS 

(See notes 1, 2, 3) 

1. lubricate the machine lsee no•e 41. 
2. Clean type pallets. 
3. Polish transmitting contacts with burnisher. 
4. Polish contacts and check adjustments of WE-225-A 

Relay when used. 
S. Ch'eck and adjust speed or series governed motor. 
6. Make operations performance test (see note 51. 

MONTHLY 
(Sec notes 1, ;!, .1, anti 6) 

1. Remove dust and dirt from machines. 
2. Clean type pallets. 
3. Remove keyboard shaft. Clean oil ducts. Check 

bearings for excessive wear and ·sizing. 
4. Remove main shaft. Check bearings and clutches 

for wear and sizing. 
S. Check tightness of all nuts, bolts and screws. 
6. Check gears and pinions for excessive wear. 
7. lubricate machine lsee note 41. 
8. Reassemble machine. 
9. Polish transmitter contacts. 
10. Polish contacts, clean pole faces and check adjust

ments of WE-255-A Relay when used. 
11. Check and adjust speed of series governed motor. 
12. Make operations performance test (see note 51. 

SEMIANNUAL 
(Sec notes 1, 2, 3 and 7) 

1. Dismantle entire machine and subassemblies. 
2. Discard all old felt washers and wicks. 
3. Wash all parts in carbon-tetrachloride until clean. 

Allow parts to dry thoroughly. 
4. Inspect for wom or damaged parts, paying special 

attention to the following: 
a. Nuts, bolts, or screws with damaged or burred 

threads, heads, or edges. 
b. lock washers which have lost their spring or 

been squeezed flat. 
c. Ball bearings and their races fer wom spots, 

cracks, or scores~ Ball and race assemblies should 
be reasonably tight without binding or excessive 
end-play. 

At stations which do not supply battery to 
the line, :t short circuit placed across the line or 
line and ground terminals at the station side of 
the protector will permit subsequent removal of 
the station equipment from the circuit. When 
the line circuit is simplexed to a telephone line 
and the CW -301224 Repeating Coil is between 
the station and protector~ another method of 
short circuiting the station line or line and 
ground wires must be selected. 

At stations supplying battery to the line it 
will be nec~y to provide another source 
of line current. Generally the best method will 
be to use a spare REC-29 Rectifier and COQ-
23403 Line Control Unit. The controls on the 
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d. Gears and pinions for worn teeth or feathered 
edges. 

e. Type-bar backstop fat adjustment and for wear 
indicated by notches in the leather. 

f. Helical spring loops and spring posts for ex
cessive wear. Check spring tension. 

S. Disassemble motor unit and wash parts in carbon
tetrachloride. Carefully inspect ball bearings. Clean 
electri.cal contacts and commutator with 000 sandpaper 
(see note 41. 

6. Reassemble machine using new felt washers and 
wicks. lubricate the machine during reassembly. Make 
sure parts are free from carbon-tetrachloride (see note 41. 

7. Polish transmitter contacts. 
8. Polish contacts, clean pole faces and check adjust

ments of WE-255-A Relay or check adjustment of 
WU-41-C Relay. 

9. Check selector armature spring adjustment. 
10. Check and adjust speed of series governed motor. 
11. Make operations performance test (see note 51. 

NOTES 

1. Notify other stations on circuit when station is to 
be out of service or restored to servh:e. 

2. Disconnect machine and line relay unft from line 
in accordance with paragraph 62 of test. 

3. Make the following tests ana adjustments on ma
chine and line unit when either connecting a replacement 
machine or restoring routined machine to line. 

· A. Connect machine to line, adjust line current 
and bias of COQ-23403 line control unit. 

B. Check range and orient machine. 
C. Send and receive test sentence with a distant 

station. 
D. Release machine to operator. Standby untU 

operator is satisfied with performance of machine. 
4. lubricate machine in accordance with section X of 

the text. 
5. Operations performance test is explained in para

graph 38 of the text. 
6. Provide replacing teletypewritet" and perform rou

tine in shop when possible. 
7. Provide replacing machine and line unit. Perform 

routine in shop. 

replacing equipment should be set in similar 
positions to those on the equipment to .be re
placed and change-over should be as rapid as 
possible to minimize interference. The line cur
rent should be adjusted to 6'0 milliamperes. 

The lVU-41-C Line Relay may be removed 
from a COQ-23403 Line Control Unit without 
interruption to service by operating the relay 
.control switch to RELAY OUT OF CIRCUIT. 

If any equipment is to·be left off the line for 
an appreciable time, the line current should be 
readjusted. 

Where the machine is operable the other sta
tions or switchboard on the line should be noti
fied that the· station is being removed and the 
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approximate length of time tlutt it will be out 
of service. 

63. The Local Test Circuit. Almost every rou
tine or trouble visit to a station will require 
an Operations Perfm·m.ance Test as described 
in paragraph 38. In most cases it will be pos
sible to make this test without interference with 
the operation of other stations, except that dur
ing the test no messages can be originated or 
recein•d at the subject station. 

At stations equipped with the WE-255-A 
Relay the red and black plugs of the teletype
writer cords should be shifted from the LINE 
RED aiHl BLK to the TEST RED and BLK 
jacks respectively. This will establish a· 60 
milliampere test circuit including the trans
mitting contacts, line winding of the WE-
255--A Relay and 2000 ohms resistance in series 
with the d-e supply from the rectifier. An 
0 perati.ons Performance Test using this circuit 
will check the mechanical and electrical opera
tion of the machine. 

At stations equipped with a COQ-23403 Line 
Control Unit, the red and black plugs of the 
teletypewriter cords should be transferred from 
the RED and BLK jacks of the Line Control 
Unit. to the TEST RED and BLK jacks of the 
XRT-115 Table. This will establish a 60 milli
ampere test circuit including the transmitting 
contacts, selector magnets and 2000 ohms re
sistanee in series with d-e supply. An Opera
tiontj Performance Test using this circuit will 
check the mechanical and electrical operation of 
the machine but will not check the ability of the 
Line Control Unit to repeat the signals from the 
line to the selector mechanism. 

At BD-100 Switchboards the Operation.<! Per
formance Test cau be made by operating the 
line battery switch to LIXE CURRENT SUP
PLIED BY SWITCHBOARD and depres~-;ing 
the ANSWER key of the test line circuit es
tablished by paragraph 54 or if this line is not 
connected the ANS\VER key of a working cir
cuit not handling traffic can be used and the 
station operator on that circuit notified that a 
test is being made. 

64. Maintenance of Othe; Station Equipment. 
As instruction books are furnished with each 
pit>ce of equipment it is the intent of this manual 

to snpplement but not repeat the various de
tailed procedures for adjustment and mainte
nance. For data not furnished in this manual, 
the repairman is referred to the manual or hand
book con-ring the particular piece of equipment 
being repaired. 

Station protectors. Experience at advanced 
bases has indicated that a good deal of trouble 
can be expected from lightning surges. Car
bon block arrestors will ordinarily protect the 
station equipment, but repeated operation of the 
carbon blocks will build up a deposit or· form 
dust which eventually will ground the line. 
\Vhenever a station is visited the carbon blocks 
should be inspected and lightly brushed to re
move any accumulations of dust. If the- .blocks 
are pitted they should be replaced.· 

WE ~-55-A Relay. Maintenance of the 'VE-
255-A Relay will consist of removing accumu
lated dU'st from the relay and cover, burnishing 
the relay contacts, removing magnetic particles 
from the armature and pole-piece screws and ad
justing the relay to meet the various mechanical 
and electrical requirements specified in Tele
type Corporation Bulletin No. 120. It should 
be remembered. that the contact metal of the 
·wE-255-A Relay is soft and filing or burnish
ing must be done sparingly, otherwise the life 
of the contacts will be materially shortened. 
The metal removed by· burnishing-negligible 
as it may seem-may be great enough to create 
an internal bias in the relay; after burnishing 
always check all adjustments. The I-193A Test 
Set will be useful for accurate adjustment where 
it is necessary to maintain a large number of 
these relays. 
COQ-~3403 Line Control Unit. This unit 

seldom requires maintenance other than clean
ing and dusting w.ith an occasional check of the 
adjustments of the WU-41-C Relay. The 
tungsten carbide contacts on the relay do not 
pit under normal operating conditions and if 
they become badly worn or pitted the relay 
should be replaced. In an emergency, if pitting 
should occur, the relay may be disassembled 
and the contacts lightly dresse-d on a carbor
undum stone. 

65. Line Maintenance. Under the best of oper
ating conditions line trouble will account for 
the largest percentage of lost operating time on 
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a teletypewriter circuit. However, care in the 
construction and maintenance of wire facilities 
will decrease lost operating time and trouble 
reports. 

The most troublesome problem is generally 
one of abrasion. The insulation of wire fast
ened to trees without some protection may 
abrade through in about 30 days. The burying 
of Telex, where practicable, provides the best 
solution to most line maintenance problems, 
but the burying of Army field wire is not 
recommended. As au alternative, careful se
lection of a wire route and suspension of the 
wire at supports with drop wire clips or porce-

LINE 

time the followiug test will indicate the amount 
of leakage. At the station l"npplying battery to 
the circuit insert a voltmeter in series with thP 
line. The voltage reading observed when the 
break key at a distant station is operated will 
indicate the amount of line leakage. If there 
is no leakage the meter will read zero. If there 
is a solid ground on the line the meter will read 
the line battery voltage. Intermediate read
ings of the meter will indicate various degrees 
of line leakage. 

• 
66. Trouble Analysis. Methods of analyzing 
trouble will vary with both the personnel and 
the testin~ equipment available. The following 

TERMINAL STATION 
SUPPLYING BATTERY 
(CONTROL) 

WAY STATION 
(NON-CONTROL) 

TERMINAL STATION 
SUPPLYING GROUND 
(NON-CONTROL) 

M-15 

TTY 

STATION • 

M-15 

TTY 

STATION 
8 

NOTES 

NOTE: 
MAKE THESE TESTS 
WITH BATTERY SUP
PLY AT STATION A 
ONLY. 

M-15 

TTY 

STATION 
c 

1. ALL STATIONS BETWEEN THE BATTERY SUPPLY AND THE TROUBLE WILL RUN CLOSED. ALL STATIONS ELECTRICALLY 
BEYOND THE TROUBLE MAY OR MAY NOT RUN CLOSED DEPENDING ON THE RESISTANCE OF THE TROUBLE GROUND. 

2. THE LINE CURRENT AT ALL STATIONS BETWEEN THE TROUBLE AND THE BATTERY SUPPLY MAY BE HIGHER THAN NORMAL. 
THE LINE CURRENT A1 ALL STATIONS ELECTRICALLY BEYOND THE TROUBLE WILL BE LOWER THAN NORMAL. 

3. A TROUBLE DISTRIBUTED OVER THE ENTIRE CIRCUIT WILL CAUSE A GRADUAL DECREASE IN LINE CURRENT ALONG THE 
CIRCUIT. 

4. IF THE TROUBLE IS LOCATED BETWEEN TWO STATIONS AS INDICATED BY THE MILLIAMMETER READINGS HAVE THE 
OPERATORS AT BOTH STATIONS REMOVE THE PROTECTOR CARBONS TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE TROUBLE IS AT THE 
PROTECTORS. 

FIOUBJil 40.-Line leakage trouble i~ the ground return circuit. 

lain insulators will provide satisfactory protec
tion against abrasion. Telex, when not sub
jecteq to abrasion caused by tidal action over 
coral, will perform satisfactorily under water. 

Prompt clearing of potential ground troubles 
which in their early stages of development ap
pear as line leakage, will effectively reduce out
of-service failures on circuits. These line leak
age conditions can be recognized by a decrease 
in line current electrically beyond the point of 
trouble (fig. 40). 

Periodic tests for line leakage have proved 
effective in reducing lost circuit time. Where a 
circuit may be removed from service for a short 
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paragraphs will suggest some methods for 
identifying the type and locating the more 
common troubles. Particular field conditions 
and the ingenuity of personnel will determine, 
in many cases, better ways of doing the job. 

A prerequisite to a successful and rapid anal
ysis of trouble is a knowledge of the circuit 
layout. Individual cards providing pertinent 
station layout information will be useful. 
These cards should be available to the l"epair
man for use on the job. Figure 41 illustrates a 
sugge~ted arrangement for a circuit layout card. 

A preliminary analysis with the assistance or 
the operator will generally locate the trouble at 
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or between stations. This analysis should be 
made before leaving the repair facility. When 
simplexed or phantomed circuits are used a 
check of the condition of the associated tele
phone line will often locate a trouble in a line 
or eliminate that portion of the circuit from 
consideration. 

The remaining paragraphs·in this section will 
be devoted to suggestions for the recognition 
and location of the more common troubles. 
Voltmeters, milliammeters, telephone test re
ceivers, neon test lamps, ohmmeters, multi
meters, Wheatstone bridge sets and buzzer sets 
will all be useful-but a thorough knowledge 
of the circuit is the best test tool. 

67. Localization of Trouble. Reported troubles 
can generally be recognized as falling into either 
of two classes-those readily associated with 
the local equipment or those which may require 
further analysis to identify. The first class 
will include troubles such as failure to print a 
character, failure of a function, motor doesn't 
run, etc. The second class includes all other 
trouble which may interfere with circuit opera
tion. A preliminary analysis carried out with 
the assistance of the operating personnel will 
generally localize this type to a particular line 
section or station. 

When a machine is reported running open 
have the reporting operator check the line cur
rent at the milliammeter of the line control 
unit or switchboard. A normal line current 
generally indicates that the trouble is at the 
reporting station. If a WE-255-A Line Re
lay is in use at the reporting station have the 
operator set up a local test (par. 63). A ma
chine running open on local test indicates that 
the trouble is at the reporting station. 

If a positive indication of trouble is not ob
tained by the test of the preceding paragraph 
contact the operator of the station supplying 
battery to the line. If that station is running 
open, a battery supply trouble or an open line 
is indicated and may be localized as directed in 
figure 42. If the station supplying battery to 
the line is running closed have the operator 
check line current then attempt to establish 
teletype communication with the other stations 
on the circuit. When some of the ma~hines on 
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the circuit are running closed and some open, 
a ground, or a short circuit may be indicated. 
These troubles can be recognized and localized 
as explained in figures 43 and 44. 

68. Localizing Trouble as Mechanical or Elec
trical. Troubles which have been localized to 
the station may be further localized into a. 
particular part of the station equipment and 
into an electrical or mechanical trouble. 

The LINE jacks and power supply at a sta
tion using a WE-255A line relay or the COQ-
23403 Line Control Unit may be eliminated from 
the circuit by transferring the red and black 
plugs to the TEST RED and BLACK jacks of 
the electrical service assembly. 
If the machine runs open on completion of the 

aforementioned test a simple check can be made 
to determine whether the trouble is electrical 
or mechanical. Hold the selector magnet arma
ture operated. If the machine continues to rup 
open the trouble is mechanical, if it runs closed 
and the armature returns to spacing when re
leased the trouble is electrical. 

69. Mechanical Trouble Analysis. Location of 
a mechanical trouble, not immediately apparent, 

·can readily be determined by applying the 
Operation8 Performance Test described in para
graph 38. When 'the trouble has been localized 
to a particular function or unit, it is usually 
helpful to operate the motor switch to OFF 
and rotate the main shaft slowly by means of a 
hand wheel (tool) or by manually rotating the 
motor, thus allowing observation of the opera
tion of the machine or a particular functio:n in 
"slow-motion." Before making any readjust
ment always be rea8onably certain that the par
ticular adjustment is the (J(BUBe of the troUble. 
Once a readjustment ha8 been made the related 
adj!Mtments must be checked. It is bad practice 
to make adjustments from memory-better to 
refer to the Teletype Manual. 

70. Electrical Trouble Analysis. An electrical 
trouble should be localized into one of the five 
electrical circuits of the machine, namely': 
Motor, Line, Relay Bias, Selector Magnet, or 
Selector Magnet Shunt. Having determined 
the circuit involved, make a meth~dical point 
to point check referring to wiring diagram 
WD2143A furnished in the Teletype Manual. 



NOTES 

1. ALL STATIONS ON THE CIR
CUIT WILL RUN OPEN. 

2. THE LINE CURRENT INDICA
TION ON THE METERS OF COQ23403 
LINE CONTROL UNITS AND BD-100 
SWITCHBOARDS WILL BE URO. 

3. PRELIMINARY TESTS MAY BE 
MADE WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF 
THE STATION OPERATORS IN THE 
FOLLOWING MANNER AND ORDER. 

a. CHECK BATTERY SUPPLY AT 
STATION A. THE VOLTMETERS AT 
BD-100 SWITCH B 0 A R D SAND 
COQ23403 LINE CONTROL UNITS 
MAY BE USED FOR THIS TEST. AT 
STATIONS USING A WE255A LINE 
RELAY HAVE THE OPERATOR CON
NECT THE MACHINE FOR LOCAL 
TEST !PARAGRAPH 63 OF TEXTl. IF 
THE MACHINE RUNS CLOSED UNDER 
THIS CONDITION THE BATTERY SUP
PLY CAN BE ASSUMED CORRECT. 

b. MOMENTARILY GROUND THE 
I OR L TERMINALS OF THE PRO
TECTORS AT STATIONS A, B, AND 
OTHER WAY STATIONS, IN THAT 
ODER. WHENEVER THE MACHINES 
BETWEEN THE BATTERY SUPPLY AND 
THE TESTING POINT RUN CLOSED 
THE TROUBLE IS ELECTRICALLY BE
YOND THE TEST POINT. 
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TERMINAL STATION 
SUPPLYING BATTERY 
(CONTROL) 

M~ TTY 

STATION 
A 

~ y 

STATION 
8 

~ OPEN a GROUNDEO 
\ H -::&= ) }---, 
' LINE 

T 

OPEN 

TERMINAL STATION 
SUPPLYING GROUND 
(NON-CONTROL) 

NOTE: 
MAKE THESE TESTS 

~ 
WITH BATTERY SUP-
PLY AT STATION A y 
ONLY. 

STATION 
c 

4. WHEN A TROUBLE HAS BEEN LOCATED BETWEEN TWO STATIONS HAVE THE OPERATORS CHECK OR REPLACE' THE 
PROTECTOR FUSES. 

5. THE REPAIRMAN MAY TEST FOR THE TROUBLE BY GROUNDING THE LINE THROUGH A VOLTMETER, AMMETER, TEST 
TELEPHONE RECEIVER OR NEON TEST LAMP. BETWEEN THE STATION SUPPLYING BATTERY AND THE TROUBLE AN INDI
TION Of CURRENT OR VOLTAGE WILL BE GIVEN BY THE TEST GEAR. 

NOTES 

1. ALL STATIONS BETWEEN THE 
BATTERY SUPPLY AND THE TROUBLE 
WILL RUN CLOSED. ALL STATIONS 
ELECTRICALLY BEYOND THE TROU
BLE WILL RUN OPEN. 

2. THE LINE CURRENT MEASURED 
AT ALL STATIONS BETWEEN THE 
BATTERY SUPPLY AND THE TROU
BLE MAY BE HIGHER THAN NOR
MAL. THE LINE CURENT READING 
AT ALL STATIONS ELECTRICALLY 
BEYOND THE TROUBLE WILL BE AT 
)R NEAR ZERO. 

3. WHEN A TROUBLE REPORT IN
DICATES A STATION RUNNING OPEN 
CHECK THE CONDITION Of THE 
STATION SUPPLYING BATTERY TO 
THE LINE. IF THAT STATION IS 
RUNNING CLOSED REQUEST THE 
OPERATOR TO CONTACT THE OTHER 
STATIONS ON THE LINE. IF THE 
OPERATOR CAN CONTACT SOME 
STATIONS ON THE CIRCUIT AND 
NOT OTHERS THE TROUBE MAY BE 
LOCATED BETWEEN THE LAST STA
TION CONTACTED IR UN N IN G 
CLO<,EDl AND THE NEAREST STA
TION NOT CONTACTED !RUNNING 
OPEN). 

FIGURE 42.-0pcn-c-ii'Citit tro-uble on groun!J return circuit. 

TERMINAL STATION 
SUPPLYING BATTERY 
ICON TROLl 

M-15 

TTY 

STATION 
A 

LINE 

WAY STATION 
(NON-CONTROL) 

COQ23403 
LINE CONTROL 

IT 

M-15 

TTY 

STATION 
8 

LINE OPEN a GROUNDED 
( ::::k ----7 
, LINE_o ~ ~ \ ...L , 

L --- TROUBLE 
T GROUND 

'lb 

NOTE: 
MAKE THESE TESTS 
WITH BATTERY SUP
PLY AT STATION A 
ONLY. 

COQ23403 
LINE CONTROL 

NIT 

M-15 

TTY 

STATION 
c 

4. WHEN A TROUBLE HAS BEEN LOCATED BETWEiN TWO STATIONS, HAVE THE OPERATOR AT THESE STATIONS ATTEMPT 
TO CLEAR KJ;IE GROUND TEMPORARILY BY REMOVING THE PROTECTOR CARBONS. 

5. THE REPAIRMAN MAY TEST FOR TROUBLE BY CONNECTING A MILLIAMMETER, TEST RECEIVER OR NEON LAMP IN 
SERIES WITH THE LINE. BETWEEN THE BATTERY SUPPLY AND THE TROUBLE AN INDICATION OF CURRENT FLOW WILL BE 
GIVEN. ELECTRICALLY BEYOND THE TROUBLE LITTLE OR NO INDICATION OF CURRENT FLOW WILL BE GIVEN BY THE TEST 
GEAR. 

FIGURE 43.-Groonded-circuit trouble o-n ground return circuit. 
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NOTES 

1. IF THE TROUBLE. IS NOT AT A 
TERMINAL STATION SUPPLYING 
BATTERY TO THE LINE THE STATION 
IN TRQUBLE WILL RUN OPEN AND 
ALL OTHER STATIONS WILL RUN 
COSED. 

2. IF THE TROUBLE IS AT THE 
TERMINAL STATION SUPPLYING 
BATTERY TO THE LINE THAT STA
TION WILL RUN CLOSED AND ALL 
OTHER STATIONS WILL RUN OPEN. 

3. THE MILLIAMMETER$ AT ALL 
STATIONS RUNNING OPEN WILL 
READ AT OR NEAR 0 AND THE 
MILLIAMMETER$ AT ALL STATIONS 
RUNNING CLOSED WILL READ A 
HIGHER THAN NORMAL CURRENT. 

TERMINAL STATION 
SUPPLYING BATTERY 
(CONTROL) 

M-15 

TTY 

STATION 
A 

M-15 

TTY 

STATION 
B 

IN 
TROUBLE 
L SHORT CIRCUIT 

TERMINAL STATION 
SUPPLYING GROUND 
(NON- CONTROL) 

NOTE: 
MAKE THESE TESTS 
WITH BATTERY SUP
PLY AT STATION A 
ONLY. 

M-15 

TTY 

STATION 
c 

FrouBE 44.-Short circuit in the ground return circuit. 

The following are suggestions for shooting 
trouble in each circuit with the machine con
. nected for local test. The associated short 
schematics should prove helpful in making point 
to point checks. A neon test lamp and a multi
meter will be extremely useful when attempting 
to locate electrical trouble. The location of the 
various base contacts referred to in the tests 

and drawings are shown in figure 45. 
Motor Circuit (fig. 46). If the motor fails 

to start, check that it is receiving power. 
(Turning on the target lamp is a convenient 
pow~r check.) If the machine has Remote Mo
tor Stop, be sure it is in the unoperated position. 
Test for short or open, then make point to point 
check. · 

FIGUREl 45.-Terminal strip and' base contact location, M-15 TeletypeuJriter. 
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FIGURE 46.-Motor circuit tor series governed motor. 
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Selector Magnet and Local Line Circuit. 
These circuits are closely interrelated, and a 
trouble in one circuit manifests itself in a man
ner which is common to both circuits. If the 
machine runs open, ·manually hold the selector 
armature in the marking position, switch off 
the motor and allow the machine to stop. In 
this position the selecto.r magnet armature 
should be controlled electrically by the line re
lay and on local test both relay and armature 
should be marking. If, in this condition, the 
selector armature does not bind and is not held 
operated electrically to marking there is trouble 
in the selector magnet or local line circuit. 

If the machine is using the WE-255-A Relay, 
remove the relay cover and check the relay !!rma
ture. If the armature is on the marking con
tact the trouble is in the selector magnet cir
cuit (fig. 47) and it should be checked for a 
short or open. If the armature is on the spacing 
contact the trouble is in the local line circuit 
(fig. 48) and a point to point check of that 
circuit should be made. "Vhere no electrical 
trouble is found in either of these circuits a 
check of the Line Relay adjustments will usually 
reveal the trouble. 

If the machine runs closed but cannot print, 
at a station using the WE-255-A-Relay, watch 
the relay armature while typi-ng on the key 
board. No movement of the armature indicates 
a local line circuit trouble (fig. 48); normal 
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FIGURE 47.-Selector magnet circuit using W. E. 255-A 
Relay. 
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operation of the armature indicates a selector 
magnet circuit trouble (fig. 47). 

In the case of a station using a COQ-23403 

LEGEND 
Qb TERMINAL STRIP CONTACT 

Q-/ BASE CONTACT 

.,_., KEYBOARD CONTACT 

C"'E 
CLOSING 
JACK 

OPENED BY 
RELAY BASE 

... 
BREAK{~~~ 
KEY 

BREAK ;,' CONTACTS rgr-"
6
._: __ _jr J 

IM-15 TTY! 

FIGURE 48.-Line circuit using WE-255-A Relay. 

Line Control Unit, if the trouble has already 
been determined to be at the station and the 
machine is running open, segregation to one 
of the circuit components can readily be ac
complished. The current and voltage indica
tions obtained with the line control unit meter 
are the first testing tool. These indications 
usually have the following significance: 

1. No voltage-d-e power failure. 
2. No current, normal voltage-trouble 

in local line circuit. 
3. Normal current, normal voltage-

trouble in Selector Magnet circuit. 

The trouble can be further isolated to either the 
teletypewriter or the line control unit in the 
following manner : 

1. "When the meter analysis indicates a 
local line circuit. trouble (2 above) the 
black plugged cord should be removed from 
the line control unit. If the machine con
tinues to run open the trouble is in the 
line control unit. If the machine runs 
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closed the trouble is in the transmitting 
contact circuit of the teletypewriter 
(fig.49). 

LEKIIO 

0 -r-. STill' GOIITliCT 
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UIIE COIITIIOI. 
UNIT 

FIGURE 49.-Transmitting contact circuit tuJing 
COQ-23403 Line Control Unit. 

2. When the meter analysis indicates a 
selector magnet circuit trouble· ( 3 above), 
transfer the red plugged cord from the RED 
jack of the line contrpl unit to the TEST 
RED jack of the XRT-:U5 Table. If the 
machine continues to run open, the trouble 
is in the selector magnet circuit of the tele
typewriter (Fig. 50). If the machine runs 
closed, the trouble is in the line control unit. 

If the trouble has been determined to be in the 
line control unit, further analysis can be 
made. 

1. When previous analysis has indicated 
a local line circuit trouble, operate the re
lay control switch to RELAY OUT OF 
CIRCUIT. If the machine runs closed, 
the tr.ouble is in either the WU-41-C Relay 
winding or the relay control switch. Fur
ther analysis must be made· by point-to
point check. If the machine continues to 
run open the trouble is in the line rheostat 
or other line circuit ·portions of the unit 
and must be analyzed-· by point-tf;l-point 
check. 

2. If previous analysis has indicated a 
selector magnet circuit trQuble in the line 

control unit, reduce the tension on the 
armature spring of the WU-41-C Relay 
(turn adjusting knob in clockwise direc
tion). If the teletypewriter runs closed 
before all of the tension has been removed, 
the need for a readjustment of the line relay 
is indicated. If the teletypewriter con
tinues to run open after all of the tension 
has been removed, a line control unit 
circuit trouble or a relay trouble is indi
cated. Before removing the relay from 
the circuit operate the relay switch to . 
RELAY OUT OF CIRCUIT. 

If the station is equipped with a COQ-23403 
Line Control Unit and the machine is running 
closed but cannot print, watch the ammeter 
while typing on the keyboard. Fluctuation of 
the meter needle indicates trouble in the Selector 
Magnet circuit (fig. 50) a constant meter read
ing indicates that the transmitting contact 
circuit (fig. 49) is shorted. 

LEGEND 
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Q---/ aAIE CONTACT 

@--" ~ CONTACT 

,45 ........... 
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~] 

FIGURlil 00.-8elector nw.gnet circuit uring COQ-!3408 
Line CJontro~ Unit. · 

W E-255-A llelay Bias Circuit (fig. 51). 
Check the WE-255-A Relay Armature. On 
local 'test with. the line closed the relay should 
be on MARKING. Upon operation of the 
BREAK key, the relay armature should move 
to SPACING. Failure to move to SPACING 
may be due either to electrical or mechanical 
causes. If a spare relay is available place it in 
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the machine. If trouble persists, check the cir
cuit with a multimeter or voltmeter. Voltmeter 
reading across the relay mounting terminals 
(2-7) with the relay removed should be 120 
volts d-e. 

UUMD 
(I) _ _.OCIIITliC1'S o-----....... ICE- COOITACT 

!ii=iiWJ 

FIGURE 51.-Bias circuit M-15 Teletypewriter using 
WE-255-A. Relay. 

A common source of trouble in the bias circuit 
is the push-pull,· polo:r-neutral key mounted at 
the front of the keyboard unit. This key may 
be operated to the push or polar position by 
someone unfamiliar with the machine, or it may 
be accidentally operated by the maintenance 
man when replacing the cover of the printer. 
This possibility should not be overlooked when 
searching for trouble. 

WE-$56-A Rel<by Selector Magnet Shwnt 
Circuit (fig. 5~). This circuit does not directly 
a:ft'ect the operation of the machine since its 
only purpose is to keep the load on the rectifier 
constant whether the relay is on the marking 
or spacing contact. Trouble is located in this 
circuit only by a point to point check. On the 
semiannual routine_ this circuit should be 
checked for electrical continuity. 
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(I) 1£- STIIII' COOITliCT 
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r--------, 
:~t· .. : 400 .. 
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FIGUBE 52.-Selector magnet shunt circuit using WE-
255-A. Line Relay Used. 
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71. Trouble-Shooters' Guide. The following 
list is intended as a useful guide to the new
comer and as a reference for the experienced 
hand. It does not list all the causes for any 
particular trouble but does cover the more likely 
ones. 

(a) Motor fails to start: 
1. Blown fuse in power sources . 
2. Power plug out of socket. 
3. Blown fuse in teletypewriter. 
4. Open right hand motor-stop contact .. 
5. Open in motor circuit. 
6. Motor-stop mechanism· fails. to release. 
7. (Governed motor) Governor contacts 

dirty or not making contact. 

NOTE.-It motor starts but speed cannot be regulated 
check governor cont81Cts. 

(b) N achine runs open: 
1. Line circuit open. 
2. Line current reversed. 
3. Rectifier output fuse blown. 
4. ·Magnet circuit open. 
5. Line relay contacts dirty. 
6. Selector trip-off out of adjustment. 
7. Base and typing unit clips not making 

contact (terminals 11 and 12). 
8. Main shaft clutch throw-out lever biri4-

ing. 
(c) Machine 1"'1!1UJ closed-<Xl!nnot print: 

1. Bias circuit reversed; 
2. Polar-neutral key in polar position; 
3. SEND-REO key in REO position. 
4. Short in transmitting contacts. 
5. Cross between (1-4) of WE-255A Line 

Relay. 
6. Contacts of short-circuiting jack of 

table, line unit or jack board fail to 
open or are short-circuited. 

7. Selector trip-off eccentric out of adjust
ment . 

8. Selector armature binding on pivot 
screws. 

(d) Machi~ prints-has no range: 
1. Incorrect motor speed. 
2. Range-finder indicator slipped below 

range setting. 
3. Insufficient line current. 
4. Insufficient or no bias current. 
5. Line relay out of adjustment. 
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6. Line relay contacts dirty. (h) M<Whine prints-fails to space properly: 
7. ArUlature link out of adjustment. 1. Spacing escapement pawls operating 
8. Armature bracket out of adjustment. arm. 
9. Armature locking wedge out of adjust- 2. Spacing-shaft lower bearing bracket ad-

ment. justment. 
10. Armature stops out of adjustment. 3. Spacing rack. 
11. Magnet bracket out of adjustment. 4. Lock-bar joint adjustment. 

(Too close or too wide.) 5. Carriage-return lock-bar latch. 
12. Bell crank or bell cranks out of adjust- 6. Blocking of function-lever bail. 

ment. 7. Left margin adjusting screw. 
13. Bind in selector vanes. 8. Right margin adjusting screw. 
14. Bind in swords. 9. Spacing-lever stop bracket. 
15. Bind in T levers. 10. Space function-lever spring broken or 
16." Bind in code bars. . missing. 
17. Printing-bail adjusting screw out of ad- 11. Carriage guide screw binding. 

justment. 12. Carriage support rollers binding. 
18. Clearance between function levers and ( i) Machine prints-fails to carriage-return 

vanes improper. correotly: 
19. Selector-cam sleeve worn (tips of cam). 1. Carriage-return draw-strap unhooked or 
20. Selector-cam friction clutch tension. broken. 
21. Selector trip-off mechanism worn or 2. Carriage-return drum spring broken, 

binding. unhooked, or weak tension. 

screw. 

(e) Machine prints scrambled letters or occa- 3. S~acing-shaft lower bracket bearing ad-
s-ional errors -in transm-itting or receiving: Jus_tment. . 

1. Check according to paragraphs (c) or 4. Spacmg-racket adJustment. 
(d). 5. Carriage-return latch-bar latch. 

6. Carriage-return lock-bar latch eccentric 
(f) Machine prints-does not shift or unshift, 

7. Carriage-return shoulder stud screw. 
8. Lock-bar slide joint adjustment. 

or letters and figures do not line up: 
1. Figures and letters stop screw. 
2. Shift detent out of adjustment. 
3. Shift stop post out of adjustment. 

9. Carriage-return operating-lever stop 
screw. 

4. Platen unit pilot screws out of adjust-
ment. 

5. Shift link turnbuckle. 
6. Figures or letters function levers. 
7. Figures or letters function lever spring 

broken or missing. 
8. Function bail blade broken or chipped. 

(g) Machine prints-does not line-feed prop
erly: 

1. Single-double line-feed detent. 
2. Pressure-roller release shaft arm oper-

ated. 
3. Line-feed detent lever. 
4. Line-feed link turnbuckle. 
5. Line-feed check screw. 
6. Line-feed check post stop screw. 
7. Line-feed check lever. 
8. Pressure-roller release cams adjustment. 
9. Function bail blade broken or chipped. 

10. Line-feed function-lever spring broken 
or missing. 

10. Carriage-return operating-lever spring 
broken or missing. 

11. Carriage guide screws. 
12. Carriage support rollers binding. 
13. Function bail blade chipped or broken. 
14. Carriage-return function-lever spring 

broken or missing. 
15. Carriage-return reset bar spring bro'ken 

or missing. 
(j) M aehine <Xl!TllnOt smul: 

1. SEND-REC key in REC position. 
2. Transmitting contacts shorted. 
3. Keyboard incorrectly inserted in base. 
4. Transmitting-shaft gear not engaging 

main-shaft gear. 
5. Transmitting shaft binds. 
6. Universal bar binds. 
7. Trip-off pawl spring broken or missing. 
8. Trip-off adjustments of keyboard. 
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( k) M (lK}/dne rwns a;nd prints correctly-ribbon 
does not reverse: 

1. Reversing eyelets missing from ribbon. 
2. Ribbon-reverse shafts. 
3. Ribbon-reverse shafts collars. 
4. Ribbon-reverse shaft link. 
5. Ribbon-reverse pawl springs (broken or 

missing). 
( l) Machine operates correctly-ribbon does 

not oscillate or remains 11Wtionless. 
1. Ribbon-feed shaft bearing plates. 
2. Ribbon-feed shaft detent spring. 
3. Vertical ribbon-feed shafts. 
4. Ribbon-spool brackets. 
5. Ribbon-spool shaft spur gears. 
6. Vertical ribbon-feed shaft spring tension. 
7. Ribbon-spool cups. 
8. Vertical ribbon-feed shaft. 
9. Ribbon-lock-out bar for operated posi

tion. 
10. Ribbon-shift lever bracket. 
11. Lock-out bar and ribbon-oscillator levers 

not in respective slots. 
12. Ribbon-oscillator lever adjustment. 
13. Ribbon lock-out bar adjustment. 

( m) Machine rwns--letter "S" prints but sig
nal bell does n.ot operate: 

1. Sixth vane. 
2. Bell function-lever spring missing or 

broken. 
3. Function-bail blade chipped or broken. 
4. Signal-bell hammer spring broken or 

missing. 
5. Signal-bell latch-bar latch. 
6. Signal-bell hammer back-stop. 
7. Signal-bell operating lever spring. 

( n) M aehine runs-signal bell operates but let-
ter "S" does n.ot prin·t: 

1. Sixth vane. 
2. Signal-bell latch-bar latch. 
3. Function-lever bail blocking plate. 
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4. Signal-bell reset bar spring broken or 
missing. 

(o) Machine runs-left margin uneven or let-
ters not properly spaeed: 

1. Right margin-adjusting screw. 
2. Dashpot vent screw. 
3. Spacing rack. 
4. Dashpot-lever spring broken or missing. 
5. Carriage-return lock-bar latch. 

(p) ,lf achine runs---rrwre or less .than 7~ char-
acters per line: 

1. Left margin screw. 
2. Right margin screw. 
3. Spacing-stop lever bracket. 

(q) .Vachine 1'Wn8---margin bell does not oper-
ate on 66th character: 

1. Margin-bell cam. 
2. Margin-bell hammer. 
3 .. Margin-bell hammer spring broken or 

missing. 
4. Margin-bell pawl spring broken or miss

ing. 
(r) Machine runs and prints correctly-remote 

motm· stop does not operate: 
1. Sixth vane. 
2. Motor-stop lever bracket. 
3. Motor-stop lever eccentric. 
4. Motor-stop lever backstop screw. 
5. Motor-stop pawl backstop. 
6. Motor-stop release lever. 
7. Motor-stop pawl spring broken or miss

mg. 
8. Motor-stop lever spring broken Qr miss

mg. 
9. Motor-stop contact lever spring broken 

or missing. 
10. Motor-stop backstop screw adjustment. 
11. Motor-stop left and right contacts. 
12. Motor-stop function-lever spring broken 

or m1ssmg. 
13. Function-bail blade chipped or broken. 



IX. MAINTENANCE OF BD-100 SWITCHBOARD 

72. General. Maintenance of the BD-100 
Switchboard is generally confined to occasional 
bias adjustment of the repeater relays (par. 56). 
This work, as well as the replacement of burned 
out lamps and fuses, may be done by the operat
ing personnel. However, any electrical trou
bles, and the adjustment of relay contacts, key
strips and keys should be handled only by qual
ified maintenance personnel. The equipment 
should always be handled carefully, the speci
fied voltage and current values should be ad
hered to closely and attention should be given 
to installation of lines and grounds. A high 
percentage of aomm:wnication failure is caused 
by faulty lines and g'1YJ1itnds. 

73. Repeater Relay BK-27-A. This 'l.lnit con
sists of two individual relays, local and line, 
mounted on a common base and enclosed in a. 
metal cover. 'l'he unit is equipped for plug 
and jack mounting to permit rapid replacement. 
A relay which in operation cannot be adjusted 
to meet a. specific line condition or fails other
wise to function properly should be replaced 
with a known good relay. If the circuit will 
then function properly the replaced relay 
should be readjusted. War Department Tech
nical Manual TM 11-358 provides a method of 
adjustment but has been superseded by the 
method explained in this paragraph. Adjust
ment of the relay at a repair facility is pref
erable. 

Never use a. file or a contact burnisher on the 
relay contacts. The contact material is hard 
enough to scrape particles from these tools. 
Such particles may cause relay trouble. If ex
cessive contact pitting exists, remove the con
tact screws and contact springs and dress the 
contact points on a. carborundum stone. 

To completely readjust the relay refer to fig
ure 53 and proceed as follows: Note-All ad
justments m;ust hold after the locking nuts are 

secured. After completing each adju..stment 
check the rela.ted adjustments. 

A. Remove the cover by removing the four 
corner screws from the back of the unit, then 
pres8ing on the two adjusting knobs until the 
cover slides off. 
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ADJUSTING t<N08 
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RELAY OPERATE!> 

UPPER CONTACT SCREW ~~ 
LOCKNUT~_,. 

~~o":f.'o~
0

:1ffl!':~a fjij j ::::=::.: 

RELAY NON-OPERATED 

FIGURE 53.-Relay BK-~7-A adjustment drawing. 

B. Rotate the adjusting knob to the extreme 
marking (clockwise) position. Remove the 
armature hinge screws, being careful not to lose 
the ball-bearings seated at the tips of the screws. 
Clean the ball-bearings and their seats with a 
small amount of carbon tetrachloride. A tooth
pick will prove useful for cleaning the bearing 
seats. Replace the bearings, armature hinge 
screws, and lock nuts. The armature, after ad
justment, should be centered and able to move 
freely with little or no side play. 
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C. All contact points should be in line. Ad
just by loosening the contact pile-up assembly 
base plate screws and shifting the contact pile
up assembly base plate. 

D. The armature, when held lightly against 
the core faces, should be parallel and flat on the 
core faces and the armature retractile spring 
should just touch the tension adjusting nut. 
To adjust: 

1. Back all contact screws out of the way. 
2. Adjust the armature by turning the 

core adjusting eccentric screws. 
3. Adjust the armature retractile spring 

by bending. 
E. With the relay armature held in its oper

ated position the air gap between the armature 
and the core faces should be 0.004 inch. Adjust 
with the lo:wer ·contact screw. 

F. The auxiliary make contact gap should be 
0.004 inch. The main make contact gap should 
be 0.004 inch. The. break contact gap will not 
require adjustment. To adjust: 

1. Turn the relay adjusting knob to the 
extreme spacing (counter-clockwise) posi
tion. 

2. With the relay in its noneperated posi
tion, adjust the upper contact screw until 
the auxiliary make contact gap (between 
the lower contact screw and the lower 
spring) is 0.004 inch. 

Pile-Up lnsulotor ___ --111 

5116 

Winding 
Terminal 
57!9 

Coil 
Mounting 
Screw 
7.991 

8. .Adjust the stop screw until the main 
make contact gap (between the armature 
and the upper conta((t spring) is 0.004 inch. 
The break contact gap is .fixed by adjust
ment of the auxiliary and main make con~ 
tact gaps. 

G. With the relay nonoperated, the spring 
tension against the upper contact screw should 
be 0.9 to 1.1 ounces ( 25 to 30 grams), measured 
at the extreme end of the upper spring. .Adjust 
this spring tension by the spring tension screw 
located on the pile-up assembly. 

H. Tighten all screws, lock-nuts, mounting 
screws and nuts securely and recheck all ad· 
justments. 

74. Signal Relays (fig. 54) Readjust bhe sig
nal relays only when abrolutely necessary. 
Check adjustments carefuliy before changing 
them. 

A. Set the armature travel to O.Ot5 inch 
(plus or minus 0.002 inch) measured from the 
residual rivet under the insulated stud to the 
top of the frame. To adjust, bend the armature 
slightly toward or away from the core. 

B. Set the break contact so that both points 
are broken when the armature has traveled 
0.015 inch (plus or minus 0.003 inch). 

C. Set the make contact so that both points 
are made- when the armature has traveled 0.025 
inch (plus or minus 0.003 inch). 

Mole. $prino 
!517 

--lnsjated Stud 

}'IGUnE i'H.-Sigflal relay BD-100 8tcitchboard. 
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D. Adjust the. tension of the lever spring to 
exert a pressure of 0.1 to 1.3 ounces on the insu
lated stud. This tension should be measured at 
the extreme end of the spring, with the break 
spring tension removed. 

E. Test the relay in the switchboard by de
pressing the ANSWER key associated with the 
circuit in' ":hich the relay is operating. Have 
repeated blank signals sent from the distant 
printer. The armature should show no tend
ency to fall back to the spacing contact during 
these signals, each of which is the equivalent of 
a spacing signal132 milliseconds in length. 

75. Keystrips. The keystrips seldom require 
adjustment but when trouble is suspected the 
following requirements should be checked before 
attempting to readjust the keys. Use a flat
nose pliers or similar tool to make adjustments. 

A. Line Current Keys: 

1. Transfer contacts must make before 
break. 

2. All contacts to have a minimum follow 
of 0.015 inch-that is, the moving 

contact should push the stationary 
contact a distance of at least O.OHS 
inch after making contact with it. 

3. Make contacts of make-before-break 
combinations to make at least 0.015 
inch before break contacts break. 

4. Lever springs to rest on cam with a min
imum pressure of 0.2 ounce ( 6 grams). 

B. Line Open and Answer Keys: 
1. Transfer contacts on left side of bottom 

row (blue) keys to break before make. 
All other transfer contacts including 
REL key contacts to · make before 
break. 

2. All contacts to have a minimum follow 
of 0.015 inch. 

3. Break contacts of · break-before-make 
combinations to break at least 0.015 
inch before make contacts make. 

4 .. Make contacts of make-before-break 
combinations to make at least 0.015 
inch before breakcontacts break. 

5. Lever springs to rest against cam with 
a minimum pressure of 0.2 ounce. 
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X. LUBRICATION AND CLEANING 

76. General. The most important factor in 
maintenance of station equipment is proper 
lubrication and cleaning of the machine. Lu
brication does not mean drenching the tele
typewriter with oil or swabbing it with grease. 
Too much lubricant will in a short time, collect 
dust and grit and oilsoak the wiring. A ma
chine in this condition will be subjected to ex
cessive wear and deterioration of insulation. 
Such machines are a source of constant trouble 
as well as a fire hazard. 

Always clean a teletypewriter before lubri
cating it. . During the cleaning process the 
power should be disconnected except as other
wise stated. Old grease and dirt should be re
moved from around points where grease lubri~ 
cation is specified with a KS-6320 orange stick 
or a piece of fiber. A void wiping old grease or 
dirt into wearing surfaces, as this makes it dif
ficult or impossible for fresh lubricant to work 
its way in. A void disturbivg the springs or 
adjustments. Troubles frequently develop as 
a result of careless cleaning or inspection. 

A clean dry piece of cheesecloth should be 
used for cleaning. It may be wrapped around 
a screwdriver or orange stick to reach points 
not readily accessible. Always complete the 
cleaning of the machine before· starting lubri~ 
cation. 

77. Cleaning of Type. Insert a doubled piece 
of cheese-cloth between the type bars and the 
backstop to catch the dirt and excess cleaning 
fluid. Clean the type thoroughly with a piece 
of cheese-cloth moistened with carbon tetra
chloride. Use the cleaning fluid sparingly to 
avoid getting it on other parts of the machine. 
Then brush the type .with a dry typewriter 
brush. 

78. Cleaning of Selecting Mechanism. The 
code bar bearings, T lever pivots and the sword 
and selector lever assembly between the sep
arator plates· should be cleaned without dis-
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assembling. Pour o\·er each assembly about a 
teaspoonful of carbon tetrachloride. Hold a 
rag underneath the mechanism Juring the 
cleaning process to catch the drippings. The 
cap of the carbon tetrachloride cnn u!'iually is 
a conYenient measure for the cleaning fluid. 

79. Cleaning of Key Caps. Clean the key caps 
with a cloth slightly moistened with water. 
(Do not use carbon tetraehloride on rubber 
caps.) 

80. Transmitting Contacts. The transmitting 
contacts should not be clt>anet.l or filed unless 
there is definite evidence of keybonrd trouble. 
To clean the contacts use a clean contact bur
nisher. If it becomt>s necessary to use n file, 
use only a few iight strokes as the contact metal 
is very soft. After filing, wipe out the space 
between the springs with a piece of cheesecloth 
wrapped around a thin flat tool or piece of fiber, 
and burnish the contacts with a clean burnisher. 
If cleaning, filing, or burnishing is done. a check 
of the adjustments must be made. 

81. Motor-Stop Contacts. Clean with cheese
cloth dampened with carbon tetrachloride then 
burnish the contacts. 

62. Series Type Motors. (I) Brushes: 
(a) In removing the brushes, note or mark 

the position so that the brush may be replaced 
in the same holder and with the same side 
upper-most. If the brush has a number 
stamped on ~he carbon, this may be used as 
a guide. 

(b) There should be at least Iff inch of 
brush material remaining. The surface bear
ing on the commutator should constitute a con
siderable portion of the brush face, and the con
tacting surface should extend across at least 
three-fourths of the long dimension of the brush 
face. If these requirements are not met, sub
stitute a b(ush 1rhich has been properly 
surfaced as described in the next paragraph. 



Luhrication arul Cleaning 

(c) A suggested method of shaping the brush the armature, holding the sandpaper lightly by 
face to the proper curvature is as follows: hand. Do not attempt to remove any grooves 

1. Wrap a piece of No. 0000 sandpaper orpits. Ifthecommutatorisgroov,edorpitted, 
around a sector of the armature under the arrange to change the motor. Blow out the cut-
brush holder. tings and sand particles. Wipe. tlie com-

2. Place the brush in the holder with the mutator with a piece of cheesecloth dampened 
numbered or ~arked · side · up, bearing with carbon tetra_chlorid?. Drench the ball 
against the sandpaper under the normal r~ces and ball retamers With carbon tetrachlo-
pressure of the brush spring. ride and when dry apply a liberal coating of 

3. Turn the armature (around which the grease. to the ~ails. If the opera~i?n·.of the 
sandpaper is wrapped) back and forth by motor Is not satisfactory after cond1homng the 
hand until the brush surface has the proper brushes an~ commu~ator replace the motor. 
curvature. The last turning of the arma- (d) Avoid touchmg the commutator surface 
ture should be in the normal direction of after cleaning as grease and perspiration from 
rotation. the hands can cause commutator troubles. 

4 .. Remove the brush and bevel the edges (3) Goveriwrs: . . 
slightly ·with sandpaper. (a) Brushes, Shp Rmgs, and Contact Disks: 

5. Wipe off the brush with a piece of 1. Slip rings and contact disks may be 
cheesecloth slightly moistened with carbon cleaned with a piece of cheesecloth damp-
tetrachloride. . ened with carbon tetrachloride. A smooth, 

6. S~ that the pigtail inside of the brush even coating of oxide is a desirable condi-
spring is intact, free from kinks, and will tion, and should not be disturbed unless 
allow the· brush spring to extend properly. there is excessive sparking at the brushes. 

7. Clean out the brush ·holder with 2. Remove pits or burned spots froni slip 
cheesecloth moistened with carbon tetra- rings or contact .disks with No. 0000 sand-
chloride and wrapped aromid a screw- paper l;leld agai~st the ring or disk with 
driver blade or KS-6320 orange stick. motor running at normal speed. A piece 

8. The brush should be reinserted in the of cheescloth should be held with the sand-
same brush holder and with the same side paper in such a way as to immediately 
uppermost. wipe o:ff the cuttings and particles. 

9. See that the brush moves freely in the 3. There should be at least %6 inch of 
brush holder. Check the pressure of the brush material remaining for the slip-ring 
brush springs. type, %2 inch for the end~ring type. 

(93) Oomnnutator: _4. ~o resurface brushes ·used wi~h the 
(a) A smooth, even, chocolate brown coating shp-rmg type of governor, hold a piece of 

of oxide on the commutator is a desirable con- No. 0000 sandpaper around a segment of 
dition, and the commutator should not be the governor and rotate the gov.ernor back 
disturbed unless there is excessive sparking at and forth. The last turn of the governor 
the brushes. should be in the normal direction of rota-

(b) If there is excessive sparking, clean the tion. Clean the brushes. with a piece of 
commutator with cheesecloth moistened with cheesec1oth dampened with carbon tetra-
carbon tetrachloride, turning the shaft over by chloride and see that they move freely in 
hand with the brushes out. the brush holders. 

(c) If there is still excessive sparking re- 5. Avoid touching the surface of slip 
move the armature from the motor and check rings or disks after cleaning as grease and . 
the segments for bad burns which will indicate perspiration from the· hands can cause 
a possible open winding. In the absence of trouble. 
burns, ·clean the commutator lightly with No. 83. Lubrication. The machine is ready for 
0000 sandpaper. To do this, wrap a piece of lubrication when it has been thoroughly cleaned 
sandpaper around the commutator and rotate and all cleaning fluid has been remqved from 
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the parts. The lubrication should be in accord
ance with the following general instructions 
and at the. particular points specified in the 
Teletype Corporation bulletin on adjustments 
and Teletype Corporation Specification S-5288 
on lubrication. Apply an amount of lubricant 
just sufficient for each purpose. Wiping off 
excess oil or grease tends to work dirt and grit 
into bearing surfaces. 

The ~eletype Corporation specifies the use of 
KS7470 oil and KS7471 grease in the lubrica
tion procedures. These materials will be gen
erally available at teletype repair facilities. 
Lack of these, however, should in no way inter
fere with routine maintenance procedures. 
Any good grade of medium cup grease and a 
good quality SAE No.10 non-paraffin base auto
mobile crankcase oil will be satisfactory as sub
stitute lubricants. Typewriter oil or "3 in 1" 
do not have sufficient body for teletype require
ments and should never be used. 

The Teletype Corporation instructions spe
cify three types of lubrications: i. e., oil, grease, 
and oil-grease-oil. The term oil-grease-oil may 
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be confusing but simply means to apply, oil, 
then grease, then oil, in that order to the speci
fied location on a part. 

An oil can having a spout at least three inches 
long and with the tip curved will be most use
ful for applying oil. Grease should be applied 
with a No. 88975 (KS-8319) grease gun, or, 
where that is not available by a tooth pick, 
screw driver blade or similar instrument. 

When lubricating small parts apply only a 
single drop of oil. Two or three drops of oil 
should be sufficient at any point. Oil cups 
should be filled completely without overflowing. 
One stroke of a grease gun plunger should sup
ply sufficient grease for any point. New felt 
washers and wicks should be thoroughly satu
rated in oil, then squeezed by hand to remove 
oil. 

After the machine has been completely lubri· 
cated the selector magnet armature, the selector 
magnet core and the armature front and back 
stops should be cleaned. Draw a good grade 
of bond paper between the adjacent surfaces 
while they are held firmly together. 
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